
MOTION TO MAKE PLEADING ON RECORD OF ASSISTANT TO JUDGE 

October 29, 2012 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

 
 
STEWART A. WEBB 
 
Plaintiff, 
Vs. 

                                    Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 
             Filed September 5, 2012 

                  This filing October 29, 2012 
 

 
HON. JUDGE KATHRYN H. VRATIL, in her 
Official capacity as Chief Judge 
for the United States District Court for 
the District of Kansas 
 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 
 
Defendant, 

MOTION TO MAKE PLEADING ON RECORD 

OF ASSISTANT TO JUDGE ERIC MELGREN 

Plaintiff wishes to notice the Court and that it would be a MISPRISION 
OF FELONY under 18 USC 4 to fail to disclose felonious acts that 
have been witnessed by or that have come to the attention of the 
Plaintiff. Plaintiff and others are also aware that Treason and Sedition 
against the United States of America and its People. 

 

Comes now the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb appearing pro se and in forma 
pauperis and files this action for Injunctive Relief against the  



honorable chief judge of this court and the federal district court for 

prospective injunctive relief, solely in equity under the United States 

Constitution to allow me to have an uncompromised qualified legal counsel 

Bret Landrith represent me in the Kansas District Court for a civil RICO 

action I will file and appear before a Federal Grand Jury Case number 95-

Y-107 RM 10th US District Court to bring Indictments against parties named 

in the below filings.  

The Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive relief for the following reasons: 

FACTS TO SUPPORT MOTION TO MAKE PLEADING ON RECORD 

OF ASSISTANT TO JUDGE ERIC MELGREN 

On October 5, 2012 the Plaintiff Stewart Webb answered the Dismissal 
of Plaintiff’s Injunctive Relief by Hon: Magistrate Judge Gerald 
Rushfelt as evidence herein below: 
 
Filed October 5, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_2012

1005.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORD

ER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf  

On October 11, 2012 the Plaintiff Stewart Webb contacted Cindy 

McKee Hon: Judge Eric Melgren’s Clerk Regarding to schedule an 

emergency hearing regarding case number 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR after 

answering the dismissal by Judge Magistrate Gerald Rushfelt the 

Plaintiff was told he had till tomorrow to answer Magistrates Gerald 

Rushfelts order which the Plaintiff had done as evidenced below: 

MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_2012

1005.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORD

ER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf  

http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf


As evidenced recording on the Plaintiff’s website because the Plaintiff 

is without an Automobile and cannot drive to the Court to file a 

recorded disk with the Clerk of the Court, the Plaintiff’s Automobile 

was destroyed-Totaled due to an attempted murder on November 3, 

2012 of Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb by Stalker Jay Stevens a know Iran-

Contra Narcotics Smuggler owner of Jays Truck Driving School of 

Kansas City, Missouri and the Plaintiff has not been paid by Stevens 

Insurance Company Sentry aka Viking aka Dairyland Insurance 

Company do to intentional acts of RICO Racketeering against Plaintiff 

Stewart A. Webb by Viking Insurance Company and its employees. 

Recording Evidence: 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgren_Clerk_20121011.wma  

On October 11, 2012 the Plaintiff Stewart Webb answered the 
Dismissal or so called recommendations to dismiss of Plaintiff’s 
Injunctive Relief by Magistrate Judge Gerald Rushfelt as evidence 
herein below for a second time after talking with Hon: District Judge 
Eric F. Melgren United States District Court for The District of Kansas 
401 North Market, Suit 423, Wichita, KS 67202, the Judges Clerk 
Courtroom Deputy Cindy McKee by telephone at 316-315-4325 
ksd_melgren_chambers@ksd.uscourts.gov . 
 
Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_2

0121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AN

D_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf  

Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_2012

1011.pdf  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgren_Clerk_20121011.wma
mailto:ksd_melgren_chambers@ksd.uscourts.gov
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf


Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.

htm 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_

SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm  

On October 12, 2012 The Plaintiff left a message on Hon: Judge Eric 

Melgren’s Clerks recorder to set a date for Emergency Hearing as 

evidenced below: 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgren_Clerk_10121012.wma  

On October 15 2012 the Plaintiff Stewart Webb Contacted Hon: 

District Judge Eric F. Melgren United States District Court for The 

District of Kansas 401 North Market, Suit 423, Wichita, KS 67202, the 

Judges Clerk Courtroom Deputy Cindy McKee by telephone at 316-

315-4325 ksd_melgren_chambers@ksd.uscourts.gov  again to insure 

the Court had received the Plaintiff’s new filings Which the Plaintiff 

Stewart Webb was told by Clerk Cindy McKee they had received the 

new answer by Plaintiff and was on file and the other side the Judges 

named in the Injunctive Relief Judge Kathrlyn Vratile was notified and 

had 14 days to answer which would have been to answer by October 

25, 2012 to answer Plaintiff’s Stewart Webb’s response: 

Recording as evidenced below: 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgran_Clerk_20121015.wma  

PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_2

0121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AN

D_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf 

EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgren_Clerk_10121012.wma
mailto:ksd_melgren_chambers@ksd.uscourts.gov
http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgran_Clerk_20121015.wma
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf


http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_2012

1011.pdf 

Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.

htm 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_

SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm  

On October 25, 2012 Plaintiff contacted Hon: Judge Eric Melgren’s 

Clerk Cindy McKee to schedule a hearing and was told the Judge Eric 

Melgren will issue a order on this and looking at it and will not be 

back until Tuesday October 30, 2012. The Defendant Hon: Judge 

Kathryn H. Vratil and Magistrate Judge Gerald Rushfelt had until 

October 25, 2012 to answer the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb’s Objections 

To Report and Recommendations. 

Recording as evidenced below: 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgran_Clerk_20121015.wma 

PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_2

0121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AN

D_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf 

EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_2012

1011.pdf 

The Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb asks a simple question of this Court 

why is the rule of law not being followed? 

The Plaintiff wants an answer from Hon: Judge Kathryn Vratil and 

Hon: Magistrate Gerald Rushfelt to the Plaintiff’s filing Objections To 

Report and Recommendations that was to be answered by October 

25, 2012. 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Judge_Melgran_Clerk_20121015.wma
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf


The Plaintiff wants to know if Honorable Judges IN THE UNITED 
STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS are fixing 
this case against the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb in favor of the Leonard 
Millman Organized Crime Syndicate named in the Plaintiff’s filings 
herein below? 
 
The Plaintiff wants to know if and why Honorable Judges IN THE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 
will not allow the Plaintiff Injunctive Relief when the Plaintiff’s life is in 
danger and several attempts have been made on Plaintiff? 
 

The Plaintiff wants to know why Honorable Judges IN THE UNITED 

STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS will not 

allow the Plaintiff Injunctive Relief to allow Bret Landrith to represent 

the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb when the Plaintiff has submitted the 

evidence that Bret Landrith was Illegally disbarred and the disbarment 

was upheld by Judge Kathryn H. Vratil for the Corrupt Kansas 

Supreme Court attorney Disbarment Section. 

The Plaintiff wants to know why Honorable Judges IN THE UNITED 

STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS are 

Obstructing Justice in this case. 

The Plaintiff asks this Court to move on default against Judge 

Kathryn H. Vratil and to uphold the law and allow Bret Landrith to 

represent the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb in his RICO cases and Motion 

to move Grand Jury case number 95-Y-107 to Kansas City, Kansas to 

indict the Leonard Millman Organized Crime Syndicate on Treason 

and Sedition against the United States of America and Economic 

Plunder which both if convicted carry the death penalty including but 

not limited to attempted murder of Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb. 

Plaintiff wishes to notice the Court and that it would be a MISPRISION 
OF FELONY under 18 USC 4 to fail to disclose felonious acts that 
have been witnessed by or that have come to the attention of the 
Plaintiff. Plaintiff and others are also aware that Treason and Sedition 
against the United States of America and its People have been 



committed by the below named and unnamed defendants and Co-
Conspirators. 

PLAINTIFF’S OJECTIONS TO REPORT AND RECOMMEDATIONS  
Filed October 11, 2012 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

STEWART A. WEBB  
Plaintiff,  

v.                                   Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 
                                       Original case Filed September 5, 2012 3:15PM 

                                                     Filed October 5, 2012  
                       Filed October 11, 2012 

HON. JUDGE KATHRYN H. VRATIL, in her  
Official capacity as Chief Judge  
for the United States District Court for  
the District of Kansas  
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS  
Defendant,  
 

PLAINTIFF’S OJECTIONS TO REPORT AND RECOMMEDATIONS  
Filed October 11, 2012 

MOTION TO REVIEW MAGISTRATES ORDER OF DISMISSAL 
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST 

THE HON. KATHRYN H. VRATIL, AND THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT OF 
THE STATE OF KANSAS, et al. Filed October 5, 2012 

 
(See: Documents attached in Filing October 5, 2012 MOTION TO 

REVIEW MAGISTRATES ORDER OF DISMISSAL above to support 
This current filing today October 11, 2012)  

 
Comes now the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb appearing pro se and in forma 
pauperis and files this action for Injunctive Relief against the  



honorable chief judge of this court and the federal district court for 
prospective injunctive relief, solely in equity under the United States 
Constitution to allow me to have an uncompromised qualified legal counsel 
represent me in the Kansas District Court for a civil RICO action I will file.  
The Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive relief for the following reasons:  
The magistrate’s order erroneously applies the principle of res judicata; that 
the plaintiff’s current action is resolved by the earlier ex parte order of 
dismissal without prejudice Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr.:  
“Res judicata is an affirmative defense on which defendant has the burden 
of proof. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 8(c); Nwosun v. Gen. Mills Rests., Inc., 124 F.3d 
1255, 1256 (10th Cir.1997). For the doctrine to apply, four elements must 
exist: (1) a judgment on the merits in the earlier action; (2) identity of the 
parties or privies in the two suits; (3) identity of the cause of action in both 
suits; and (4) a full and fair opportunity for plaintiff to litigate the claim in the 
first suit. Id. at 1257.”  
Zhu v. St. Francis Health Center, 413 F.Supp.2d 1232 at 1239,40 (D. Kan., 
2006).  
The plaintiff’s new claim for prospective injunctive relief details additional 
events that give rise to a new and different basis for the relief sought by the 
plaintiff and does not have res judicata or collateral estoppel effect.  
No Judgment on the Merits  



The Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr.’s ex parte order of dismissal 
without prejudice does not preclude subsequent action:“[A] judgment is not 
res judicata as to any matters which a court expressly refused to 
determine, and which it reserved for future consideration, or which it 
directed to be litigated in another forum or in another action.” 242 Kan. at 
691, 751 P.2d 122 (citing American Home Assur. v. Pacific Indem. Co., 
Inc., 672 F.Supp. 495 [D.Kan.1987]; 46 Am.Jur.2d, Judgments § 419, pp. 
588–89).  
The Tenth Circuit recognizes that in matters related to a continuing course 
of conduct as described in the plaintiff’s current complaint, the passage of 
time may prevent earlier decided issues from determining the outcome of a 
current case:  
“Other jurisdictions have recognized "the principle that matters adjudged as 
to one time period are not necessarily an estoppel to other time periods." 
Int'l Shoe Mach. Corp. v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 315 F.2d 449, 455 (1st 
Cir.1963); see also Harkins Amusement Enters., Inc. v. Harry Nace Co., 
890 F.2d 181, 183 (9th Cir.1989) (rejecting idea that collateral estoppel 
barred a suit for conspiracy where "the plaintiff alleges conduct that 
occurred in a different time period"). This is particularly true "when 
significant new facts grow out of a continuing course of conduct." Hawksbill 
Sea Turtle v. Fed. Emergency Mgmt. Agency, 126 F.3d 461, 477 (3d Cir. 
1997).  
B-S Steel of Kansas, Inc. v. Texas Industries, 439 F.3d 653 at 663 (10th 
Cir., 2006).  
Res judicata does not bar claims against subsequent conduct,  



consistent with the US Supreme Court decision on subsequent antitrust 
conduct being actionable in Zenith Radio Corp v. Hazeltine Research, Inc, 
401 U.S. 321 at 340, 91 S.Ct. 795, 28 L.Ed.2d 77 (1971).  
New sets of facts arising in later incidents are described in the complaint 
and give the plaintiff new claims. See 46 Am. Jur. 2d 841-42, Judgments § 
567 (1994) (An ''earlier adjudication is not permitted to bar a new action to 
vindicate rights subsequently acquired, even if the same property is the 
subject matter  
of both actions. . . . [A] judgment is not res judicata as to rights which were 
not in existence at the time of the rendition of the judgment'').  
The plaintiff’s current action seeks injunctive relief based on new violations 
of fundamental liberty interests that occurred subsequent to the plaintiff’s 
earlier attempt to obtain injunctive relief:  
“The doctrine of res judicata does not bar a party from bringing a claim that 
arose subsequent to a prior judgment involving the same parties. 
Accordingly, the claim is not precluded by the settlement and dismissal of 
those claims.”  
American Home Assur. Co. v. Chevron, USA, Inc., 400 F.3d 265 at fn 22 
(5th Cir., 2005).  
No trial between the parties  
Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt’s order dismissing the plaintiff’s 
current complaint based on Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr.’s  



earlier ex parte order is in error when the complaint was never served on 
the defendants and the lawfully assigned judge on the case and Hon. Chief 
Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. of the Western District of Missouri was not a 
Tenth Circuit judge.  
Hon. Judge Gaitan was without jurisdiction  
Magistrate Judge Rushfelt cannot use the earlier order made by a judge 
without jurisdiction as a basis to dismiss the plaintiff’s claims. See Elliot v. 
Piersol, 1 Pet. 328, 340, 26 U.S. 328, 340 (1828), the order is simply void.  
There are provisions for substituting a judge in a federal civil action. The 
judge can even initiate the substitution sua sponte. However, the Kansas 
District Court and its chief judge did not follow these procedures.  
Hon. Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil may have decided she was not able to 
perform her responsibilities related to the earlier action by the plaintiff 
where she was a defendant. She respectively did not have the right 
however to appoint Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. of the 
Western District of Missouri instead, she was required under 28 USC § 136 
to select another judge in the District of Kansas:  
“28 USC § 136 - Chief judges; precedence of district judges  
(e) If a chief judge is temporarily unable to perform his duties as such, they 
shall be performed by the district judge in active service, present in the 
district and able and qualified to act, who is next in precedence.”  



The defendants Chief Judge Vratil and the Kansas District Court could 
have referred the problem of substituting a judge to the Judicial Council of 
the Tenth Circuit, however the Tenth Circuit judges were under limiting 
statutes that have the effect of requiring the Kansas District judge on the 
plaintiff’s case to have been substituted with a judge from the Tenth Circuit, 
not Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. See 28 USC § 46 - 
Assignment of judges; panels; hearings; quorum… (b) “a majority of whom 
shall be judges of that court” and 28 USC § 44 - Appointment, tenure, 
residence and salary of circuit judges  
(c)… “each circuit judge shall be a resident of the circuit for which 
appointed at the time of his appointment and thereafter while in active 
service.  
The substitution with Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. did not meet 
the requirement of F.R. CIv. P. Rule 63. Judge's Inability To Proceed which 
incorporates an express requirement that the parties not be prejudiced.  
Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. was known and knew himself that 
he not to meet the requirement of an unbiased judge for substitution. And 
that he could not have heard the case under Liteky v. U.S., 114 S.Ct. 1147, 
1162 (1994) and 28 U.S.C. §455(a).  



Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. was on the Board of Directors of 
the Novation LLC hospital St. Luke’s and had already used his authority as 
a federal judge while a Novation director to deprive Landrith’s client 
Medical Supply Chain and Samuel K. Lipari of redress in concerted action 
with Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia. See Exhibit A Lipari Answer To Show 
Cause Order Of December 5th, 2008. This was done to obstruct Samuel K. 
Lipari’s efforts to obtain redress and to enter the nationwide hospital supply 
market as a sole proprietor after Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia’s decision in 
Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 
2006).  
Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. was also the judge on the 
companion action against the Novation Cartel member General Electric 
(Jeffry Immelt, the CCEO of GE is the architect of the Novation Cartel) 
Lipari v. General Electric, US District Court for the Western District of 
Missouri, Case No. 07-0849-CV-W-FJG. This action was Lipari’s attempt to 
continue to pursue his contract rights against General Electric from a case 
initiated in Kansas District Court by Landrith. Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. 
General Elec. Co., 03-2324-CM, (D. Kan. Jan 29, 2004).  
The substitution of a Kansas District Court judge with Hon. Chief Judge 
Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. was knowingly done or known to Magistrate  



Rushfelt to be an act in furtherance of the deprivation of the plaintiff’s and 
Landrith’s federal constitution rights for reporting grave felonies.  
The substitution with Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. who had a 
material private interest in Novation and the Novation hospital St. Luke’s 
(St. Luke’s held itself out to be an owner of Novation and to receive 
kickbacks and residual income from the Novation Cartel’s sales of hospital 
supplies nationwide) was done to injure the plaintiff through violation of the 
Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution. As a director of St. Luke’s , 
Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. had a direct personal material 
interest in the outcome of Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. 
Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 2006), the case used by the Kansas District Court 
to abandon its prior order to stay proceedings until the outcome of the 
Bolden case and which obstructed justice in Landrith’s reciprocal 
disbarment proceeding. The prior proceeding was not a case or 
controversy before an impartial court but instead an irregular commission 
or tribunal violating the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution. 
United States v. Sciuto, 521 F.2d 842, 845 (7th Cir. 1996) ("The right to a 
tribunal free from bias or prejudice is based, not on section 144, but on the 
Due Process Clause.").  
Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. was not reversed or publicly  



disciplined after dismissing the plaintiff’s earlier injunctive relief action. 
However, the Chief Judge of the Tenth Circuit did step down and leave the 
bench.  
Lack of a full and fair opportunity to litigate  
No claim or issue preclusion results from the out of circuit judge’s ruling of 
dismissal without prejudice of an earlier cause of action for frivolousness 
before service on the defendants and without an opportunity for the plaintiff 
to amend.  
The magistrate’s order dismissing the plaintiff’s current cause of action 
must respectfully be reversed because the magistrate relies on the out of 
circuit judge’s earlier ex parte dismissal where the trial judge lacked 
jurisdiction to make a determination on the merits of the plaintiff’s cause:  
“It is important to realize, however, that denial of leave to amend and 
dismissal with prejudice are two separate concepts. See generally, N. 
Assurance Co. of Am. v. Square D Co., 201 F.3d 84, 88 (2d Cir.2000) 
(noting that where denial of leave to amend does not reach underlying 
merits of claim, "the actual decision denying leave to amend is irrelevant to 
the claim preclusion analysis."). A denial of leave to amend to repair a 
jurisdictional defect, even on futility grounds, does not call for a dismissal 
with prejudice. The two concepts do not overlap in those cases where, 
although amendment would be futile, a jurisdictional defect calls for a 
dismissal without prejudice. See Hutchinson v. Pfeil, 211 F.3d 515, 519, 
523 (10th Cir.2000) (affirming district court's denial of leave to amend to 
add state law claims on futility grounds, while also affirming dismissal, 
apparently without prejudice, of entire action for lack of standing); 
Bauchman ex rel. Bauchman v. West High School, 132 F.3d 542, 549-50, 
561-62 (10th Cir.1997) (upholding district court's denial of leave to amend 
complaint  



under futility analysis, but reversing merits disposition on pendent state 
claims and remanding for dismissal without prejudice for lack of 
jurisdiction). The district court extended the futility principle too far in this 
case by dismissing with prejudice for lack of standing, since it lacked 
jurisdiction to make a determination on the merits of the complaint.”  
Brereton v. Bountiful City Corp., 434 F.3d 1213 (Fed. 10th Cir., 2006).  
Magistrate Rushfelt’s Order violates 28 U.S.C. § 1915(d)  
Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt’s order dismissing the current 
complaint inherently finds that the plaintiff’s claim for prospective injunctive 
relief is frivolous because Judge Vratil and the Kansas District Court are 
immune. This is a clear error of law.  
The Tenth Circuit has since reversed a court over dismissing claims for 
prospective injunctive relief based on official capacity immunity:  
“Guttman appears to have advocated a claim for prospective injunctive 
relief throughout the litigation. If that is the case, then the district court erred 
in Guttman I, 320 F.Supp.2d at 1171, when it held that the individual 
defendants' absolute immunity barred the Ex parte Young claim. See 
Verizon, 535 U.S. at 645, 122 S.Ct. 1753.”  
Guttman v. Khalsa, 25 A.D. Cases 1316, 44 NDLR P 130, 669 F.3d 1128 
(10th Cir., 2012).  
Hon. Judge Vratil and the Kansas District Court are not immune. In Knox v. 
Bland, 632 F.3d 1290 (10th Cir., 2011), the Tenth Circuit stated judicial 
immunity exists for monetary damages not injunctive relief:  
“In any event, judges are generally immune from monetary liability for 
actions taken in their judicial capacity. See Lundahl v.  



Zimmer, 296 F.3d 936, 939 (10th Cir.2002). In Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 
522, 544, 104 S.Ct. 1970, 80 L.Ed.2d 565 (1984), the Supreme Court said 
that attorney fees in § 1983 cases are a statutory exception to the general 
rule; but this exception was abrogated by the Federal Courts Improvement 
Act of 1996. See 42 U.S.C. § 1988(b).”  
Knox v. Bland, 632 F.3d 1290 at FN1 (10th Cir., 2011).  
The Error of sua sponte Dismissal of an Arguable Question  
The Magistrate was respectfully in error to dismiss the plaintiff’s complaint 
and deprive him of a trial where the law is unsettled on the issue of federal 
judicial immunity from prospective injunctive relief:  
“[I]t is unsettled whether the corresponding immunity afforded federal 
judges in Bivens cases permits or precludes such claims. Compare Mullis 
v. United States Bankr. Court for the Dist. of Nev., 828 F.2d 1385, 1394 
(9th Cir. 1987) (distinguishing Pulliam and extending federal judicial 
immunity to preclude equitable Bivens claim) and Bolin v. Story, 225 F.3d 
1234, 1240-42 (11th Cir. 2000) (following Mullis, but noting issue "is a 
closer one than it would seem at first blush"), with Scruggs v. Moellering, 
870 F.2d 376, 378 (7th Cir. 1989) (finding Mullis immunity analysis to be "of 
doubtful merit," though not deciding issue). We express no opinion on the 
issue and rely instead for our disposition on uncontroversial principles 
specifically barring the equitable relief sought here.” [Emphasis added]  
Switzer v. Coan et al., 261 F.3d 985 at FN 9 (10th Cir., 2001).  
An arguable question of law states a basis that facially invalidates the 
Kansas district Court’s dismissal for frivolousness under 28 U.S.C. § 
1915(d) ( now § 1915(e)(2)(B)) as the controlling precedent for this court 
proscribes in Neitzke v. Williams, 490 U.S. 319, 325, 328 (1989):  



“In dismissing the complaint [in Nietzke ], the district court equated the 
standard for frivolousness with the standard for a dismissal for the failure to 
state a claim upon which relief may be granted. On appeal, the Seventh 
Circuit reversed the district court's determination that the complaint was 
frivolous, and a unanimous Supreme Court affirmed the Seventh Circuit's 
decision. The Court explained that "[w]hen a complaint raises an 
arguable question of law which the district court ultimately finds is 
correctly resolved against the plaintiff, dismissal on Rule 12(b)(6) 
grounds is appropriate, but dismissal on the basis of frivolousness is 
not." Id. at 328.” [Emphasis added]  
Brown v. Bargery, 207 F.3d 863 at 867 (6th Cir., 2000).  
The magistrate’s order violates the test of legal frivolity in the Tenth circuit 
which is whether a plaintiff can make a rational argument on the law and 
facts in support of his claims. Bennett v. Passic, 545 F.2d 1260 (10th Cir. 
1976).  
The magistrate’s order like Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr.’s order 
in the earlier case violates the United States Supreme Court rulings Neitzke 
v. Williams, 490 U.S. 319, 109 S.Ct. 1827, 104 L.Ed.2d 338 (1989) and 
Denton v. Hernandez, 504 U.S. 25 (1992):  
“An in forma pauperis complaint may not be dismissed, however, simply 
because the court finds the plaintiff's allegations unlikely. Some improbable 
allegations might properly be disposed of on summary judgment, but to 
dismiss them as frivolous without any factual development is to disregard 
the age-old insight that many allegations might be "strange, but true; for 
truth is always strange, Stranger than fiction." Lord Byron, Don Juan, canto 
XIV, stanza 101 (T. Steffan, E. Steffan & W. Pratt eds. 1977).”  
Denton v. Hernandez, 504 U.S. 25, 32-33 (1992).  



Magistrate Rushfelt appears to violate 18 U.S.C. § 241  
Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt appears to be committing a felony 
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 241 in Magistrate Rushfelt’s knowing furtherance of 
the conduct by state of Kansas officials in trafficking children to defraud the 
federal government out of US Treasury Medicare and Health and Human 
Services funds through false claims and to protect the order made by Hon. 
Judge Carlos Murguia that was used to obstruct Bret Landrith’s US District 
Court reciprocal disbarment proceeding and hearing.  
Even though Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt is a federal official, he is 
committing a civil rights violation of 18 U.S.C. § 241 in concert with State of 
Kansas officials every time he deprives Landrith of his property right in 
pursuit of his profession for his federally protected representation of the 
African American James L. Bolden and Bolden’s witness, David M. Price of 
American Indian descent in the vindication of rights from race based federal 
civil rights discrimination statutes, that resulted in Bolden v. City of Topeka, 
Kan., 441 F.3d 1129 (10th Cir., 2006).  
Magistrate Rushfelt was the magistrate in Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia 
Novation Cartel case where the two Assistant U.S. Attorney’s died. First 
Assistant US Attorney Thelma Quince Colbert who brought the sealed 
False Claims act proceeding against Novation with testimony of a Novation  



medical supply purchasing executive verifying the nationwide restraint of 
trade in hospital supplies that I had alleged in the private civil action Med. 
Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 2006) 
against Novation for violations of 15 U.S.C. §§ 1,2 (Sherman Antitrust Act) 
and for predicate acts of 18 U.S.C. § 1962 (Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Act ) that are also grave felonies.  
Assistant US Attorney Shannon Ross, who supervised 70 U.S. Justice 
Department prosecutors and who signed the criminal subpoenas against 
Novation was found dead in her home just before Landrith’s expert testified 
in the U.S. Senate antitrust hearing on Novation’s conduct to restrain trade 
in hospitals, and mere days after she signed the criminal subpoenas.  
The plaintiff had a famous investigative journalist Tom Flocco 
http://www.tomflocco.com investigate the deaths of the Northern District of 
Texas US Attorneys Thelma Quince Colbert and Shannon Ross. Tom 
Flocco determined the attorneys had likely been murdered due to their 
investigation of Novation LLC and the hospital supply cartel members and 
the threat to the hospital skimming scheme. See: Tom Flocco, Dead, fired 
attorneys’ Medicare fraud probe linked to White House. 
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/FiredAttorneysFraudProbe.htm Exhibit B  



Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia’s sanctioned Bret Landrith for asserting there 
was a private right of action under the USA PATRIOT Act (Public Law 107–
56—OCT. 26, 2001) which had been used by the Novation Cartel members 
to keep Landrith’s client Samuel K. Lipari and Medical Supply Chain, Inc. 
out of the nationwide hospital supply market they monopolized.  
It is beyond dispute that expressly creates several new private rights of 
action by modifying existing statutes to create liability from private actions 
for damages. Specifically the USA PATRIOT Act expressly recognizes 
private liability related to Suspicious Activity Reports made with malicious 
intent:  
‘‘(3) MALICIOUS INTENT.—Notwithstanding any other provi- sion of this 
subsection, voluntary disclosure made by an insured depository institution, 
and any director, officer, employee, or agent of such institution under this 
subsection concerning potentially unlawful activity that is made with 
malicious intent, shall not be shielded from liability from the person 
identified in the disclosure. “  
Subsequent to Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia’s order sanctioning Landrith in  
Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 
2006), the Arkansas Supreme Court found liability for a Suspicious Activity 
Report under the USA PATRIOT Act in the absence of good faith Bank of 
Eureka Springs v. Evans, 353 Ark. 438, 109 S.W.3d 672 (Ark. 2003) in  



materially the same circumstances as the complaint Hon. Judge Carlos 
Murguia sanctioned Landrith over.  
Magistrate Rushfelt is responsible for knowing the misconduct of Hon. 
Judge Carlos Murguia in ordering that Landrith be sanctioned over $20, 
000.00 for lawfully reporting the commission of federal felonies under 15 
U.S.C. §§ 1,2 and 18 U.S.C. § 1962 in Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. 
Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 2006).  
Magistrate Rushfelt had a duty to report Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia. Which 
it appears he did not. See Abramson, Leslie W., The Judge's Ethical Duty 
to Report Misconduct By Other Judges and Lawyers and its Effect on 
Judicial Independence. Hofstra Law Review, Vol. 25, No. 751, 1997.  
Reciprocal disbarment based on fraud on Kansas District Court  
As a magistrate on Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 
2d 1316 (D. Kan. 2006), Magistrate Rushfelt knew or is responsible for 
knowing that the case that was used to controvene the order staying 
Landrith’s reciprocal disbarment was procured through fraud on Hon. 
Judge Carlos Murguia, both in the intentional misrepresentation of law by 
the Novation cartel attorney John K. Power and by Power’s 
misrepresentation of the facts regarding Landrith’s complaint. The Novation 
defendants including Neoforma also misrepresented the monopolistic  



consolidation of the electronic hospital supply marketplace Neoforma, 
Samuel K. Lipari and Medical Supply Chain, Inc. closest competitor with 
Novation LLC and General Electric during the trial itself in an attempt to 
placate Neoforma’s investors (which included member hospitals) who had 
been mislead through securities frauds when Neoforma had been taken 
over by the Novation cartel to prevent it Neoforma from being profitable or 
from challenging prices set in the nationwide market by Novation LLC.  
Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia respectfully in error erroneously relied upon 
Husch Blackwell LLP attorney John K. Power’s summary of the case in 
Power’s Motion for Hearing on Dismissal. See Exhibit C Pleading of John 
K. Power. And shortly thereafter, and without a hearing Hon. Judge 
Murguia sustained the motions to dismiss and in the order Hon. Judge 
Murguia sanctioned LANDRITH and Med. Supply Chain, Inc. See Exhibit 
D Memorandum and Order.  
The complaint however had each element John K. Power’s motion (exhibit 
C) stated it lacked. The elements were arranged in a table of contents 
which directed the parties and the court to the outline sections of the 
complaint where numbered paragraphs provided supporting averments of 
fact for each element. See Exhibit E Med. Supply Chain, Inc. Complaint.  



The court respectfully in error found that the non fraud based RICO 
allegations for Hobbs Act extortion and obstruction of justice predicate acts 
in what was mainly a Sherman Act antitrust action were insufficiently pled. 
The plaintiff hereby includes a separate attachment of the table of contents 
section and complaint’s RICO elements and supporting facts. See Exhibit 
F Med. Supply Chain, Inc. RICO excerpt.  
Med. Supply Chain, Inc. appealed the dismissal (after Landrith had been 
reciprocally disbarred) on the grounds that the appeal did sufficiently plead 
Sherman Act and RICO violations. The appellees made a motion to dismiss 
the appeal for timeliness. However, the Tenth Circuit referred this issue to 
the panel and required the parties to brief the action. See Exhibit G Med. 
Supply Chain, Inc. Brief. The brief identifies each of the elements required 
under the then controlling precedent for the Tenth Circuit regarding the 
pleading of RICO claims. The brief identifies by paragraph number each of 
the supporting averments of fact for each required pleading element. None 
were missing. See Exhibit F Med. Supply Chain, Inc. Brief RICO excerpts.  
The Tenth Circuit ultimately ruled that the appeal was untimely and did not 
address the issues appealed by Med. Supply Chain, Inc.. See Medical 
Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 508 F.3d 572 (10th Cir.,  



2007). Samuel K. Lipari as sole successor in interest to Med. Supply Chain, 
Inc. sought relief from judgment. See Exhibit 8 Lipari Rule 59(e) Answer. 
But Lipari’s motion was stricken by Hon. Judge Murguia.  
Since Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia’s ruling in Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. 
Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316, 1333-36 (D. Kan. 2006), dismissing 
the antitrust and RICO claims, the Kansas District Court and the Tenth 
Circuit Court of Appeals have reexamined Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 
550 U.S. 544 (2007) where the court addressed the plausibility of an 
inferred antitrust conspiracy to their Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal standard. The 
majority of Med. Supply Chain, Inc.’s were non fraud based and the 
antitrust conspiracy was alleged to be express and averments supporting 
an overt agreement and concerted action in furtherance of the antitrust and 
RICO conspiracy claims were contained in Landrith’s complaint.  
The Tenth Circuit recognized that Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 8 is still the valid 
standard for evaluating non fraud based claims under Fed. R, Civ. P. 
12(b)(6):  
“There is no indication the Supreme Court intended a return to the more 
stringent pre-Rule 8 pleading requirements. See Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1950 
("Rule 8 marks a notable and generous departure from the hyper-technical, 
code-pleading regime of a prior era . . . ."). And in fact, the Supreme Court 
stated in Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 514 (2002), a pre-
Twombly case, that "[a] requirement of greater specificity for particular 
claims is a result that must be obtained by the process of amending the 
Federal Rules, and not by judicial  



interpretation." Id. at 515 (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, as the 
Court held in Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89 (2007), which it decided a 
few weeks after Twombly, under Rule 8, "[s]pecific facts are not necessary; 
the statement need only 'give the defendant fair notice of what the . . . 
claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.'" Id. at 93 (quoting Twombly, 
550 U.S. at 555 (alteration in original)); see also al-Kidd v. Ashcroft, 580 
F.3d 949, 977 (9th Cir. 2009) ("Twombly and Iqbal do not require that the 
complaint include all facts necessary to carry the plaintiff's burden.").  
While the 12(b)(6) standard does not require that Plaintiff establish a prima 
facie case in her complaint, the elements of each alleged cause of action 
help to determine whether Plaintiff has set forth a plausible claim. See 
Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 515; see also Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570.”  
Khalik v. United Air Lines at 5-7 (10th Cir., 2012).  
Legal basis for finding a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 241  
Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt appears to be in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
§ 241 where the magistrate knows or should have known that the first 
judge on Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. Supp. 2d 1316 
(D. Kan. 2006), the defendant Hon. Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil acted ex 
parte to procure Landrith’s disbarment by the Kansas Supreme Court.  
The Internet postings of filings by Samuel K. Lipari describe Hon. Chief 
Judge Kathryn H. Vratil’s participation in ex parte communications for the 
purpose of negatively influencing Bret Landrith’s oral arguments in defense 
of his law license and constitutional property right in pursuing his trade by 
Hon. Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil’s acting under color of state  



law to cause retaliation against Landrith for his contracts to represent 
Bolden and Price’s federal civil rights in protected speech against race 
based animus:  
“208. The petitioner's counsel was disbarred through Stanton Hazlett and 
the State of Kansas Disciplinary office presenting ex parte testimony by 
Kansas District Judge Kathryn H. Vratil to personnel and justices of the 
Kansas Supreme Court, disparaging Medical Supply's counsel without his 
knowledge or opportunity to question Kansas District Court Judge Kathryn 
H. Vratil's testimony on October 20, 2005 minutes before the Kansas 
Supreme Court justices heard Medical Supply's counsel's oral argument in 
defense of his law license. “  
Lipari v. General Electric, US District Court for the Western District of 
Missouri, Case No. 07-0849-CV-W-FJG Proposed Amended Complaint1.  
These posting by Landrith’s former client Samuel K. Lipari are from cases 
he had before Hon. Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan Jr. in the Western 
District Court. And were part of filings made before Hon. Judge Gaitan was 
substituted in the plaintiff’s earlier case to deprive him of access to a 
meaningful hearing to protect himself from continuing retaliation for his 
whistleblowing.  
In the plaintiff’s prior action for injunctive relief before this court he filed a 
motion for summary judgment which contained factual information of 
Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt working in concert with State of 
Kansas officials to deprive Landrith of constitutional rights under color of  



state law and to further a racketeering enterprise depriving Landrith’s 
former Cremeen clients of recovery in a mortgage fraud Ponzi scheme:  
“128. The affidavit stated Sherri Price came on to Fred Sanders property 
with two City of Topeka police cars and a code compliance officer to 
perform an inspection knowing Fred Sanders attorney was out of town. See 
exhibit 31 Kirtdoll Affidavit.  
129. The KDC has knowledge though Magistrate Judge Gerald L. 
Rushfeltthat the replacement attorney Dennis Hawver in Cremeen et al v. 
Schaefer et al 04-cv-02519-CM-GLR was threatened if he did not 
voluntarily dismiss the Ponzi Scheme co-defendant Steve Strayer.  
130. Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt threatened to sanction Hawver 
because Rex A. Redlingshafer of Stanton & Redlingshafer, LLC had given 
a notice of Strayer’s bankruptcy filing on 02/25/2005 before a finding of 
Strayer’s guilt in the Arizona real estate development RICO Enterprise 
Ponzie racketeering scheme.  
131. The KDC has knowledge though Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia that Hon. 
Judge Carlos Murguia sanctioned Landrith and threatened to sanction 
Samuel K. Lipari if the action and any replacement attorney if MSC v. 
Neoforma was continued in anyway.”  
Webb Motion for Summary Judgment  
These paragraphs are also part of the plaintiff’s filings in the present case. 
And show what appears to be Magistrate Judge Gerald L. Rushfelt’s 
knowing participation with State of Kansas and federal officials in 18 U.S.C. 
§ 241, conspiracy to deprive Landrith and now the plaintiff of constitutional 
rights and protections under color of state law:  
“A conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. § 241 is different than conspiracies under 
other statutes in that no proof of an overt act is necessary to establish the 
existence of the conspiracy. United States v. Skillman, 922 F.2d 1370, 
1375-1376 (9th Cir.1990). Indeed, to prove a Conspiracy Against Rights, 
the government must only show that two or more parties entered into an 
agreement; that the purpose of their  



agreement was to injure, oppress, threaten or intimidate; that the 
agreement was intended to affect inhabitants of a State; and that the 
agreement was directed towards the free exercise or enjoyment of rights 
and privileges secured by the Constitution and federal law. United States v. 
Redwine, 715 F.2d 315, 319 (7th Cir.1983), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1216, 
104 S.Ct. 2661, 81 L.Ed.2d 367 (1984).”  
US v. Hayward, 764 F. Supp. 1305 at 1307 (N.D. Ill., 1991).  
Besides being the prosecuting witness in the federal cases reporting grave 
violations and federal felonies under 15 U.S.C. §§ 1,2 and 18 U.S.C. § 
1962 in Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Elec. Co., 03-2324-CM, (D. 
Kan. Jan 29, 2004) and Med. Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., 419 F. 
Supp. 2d 1316 (D. Kan. 2006) against the Novation Cartel, Landrith and 
Lipari were likely witnesses in Assistant US Attorney Thelma Quince 
Colbert and Shannon Ross’ Medicare False Claims Act proceeding styled 
US ex rel Cynthia I. Fitzgerald v. Novation LLC, VHA, University Healthcare 
Consortium et al, N. Dist. Of Texas Case 3:03-cv-01589.  
The state and federal officials including Magistrate Judge Gerald L. 
Rushfelt’s actions against Landrith and now the plaintiff fit the requirements 
of an 18 U.S.C. § 1503 charge but are also appear to properly be18 U.S.C. 
§ 241 violations:  
“ On April 2, 1981, the government brought a superceding indictment which 
replaced the count of the indictment against Rizzitello involving conspiracy 
to obstruct justice under 18 U.S.C. § 1503 with conspiracy to violate a 
citizen's civil rights, 18 U.S.C. § 241. Section 241 contains a harsher 
penalty than Section 1503. The government represents that  



the reason for bringing the superceding indictment is the dearth of evidence 
going to Rizzitello's awareness of Napoli's status as a federal witness. 
Proof of such an awareness is a necessary element under 18 U.S.C. § 
1503, but not an element under 18 U.S.C. § 241.”  
United States v. Bufalino, 518 F.Supp. 1190 at 1193 (S.D.N.Y., 1981).  
Landrith had and the plaintiff has a clearly established right to report 
violations of federal law without retaliation. The actions taken against 
Landrith under color of state law to deprive him of his constitutional rights in 
violation of federal statutes cannot lawfully prevent him from being an 
attorney in federal court.  
“…the right to inform the United States authorities of violation of its laws, In 
re Quarles, 158 U.S. 532 [15 S.Ct. 959, 39 L.Ed. 1080]." Twining, 211 U.S. 
at 97, 29 S.Ct. at 19.”  
Young v. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd., 939 F.2d 19 at 20 (C.A.2 (N.Y.), 
1991).  
This court cannot follow the magistrate’s recommendation of dismissal 
against public policy and controlling precedent:  
“The public policies embedded in the criminal laws have long been deemed 
of such importance that the law also encourages persons to report criminal 
activity to public authorities... Such rulings recognize the long-established 
proposition that public policy encourages citizens to report crimes. See In 
re Quarles & Butler, 158 U.S. 532, 533-35, 15 S.Ct. 959, 960-61, 39 L.Ed. 
1080, 1080-81 (1895); Lachman v. Sperry-Sun Well Surveying Co., 457 
F.2d 850, 853 (10th Cir.1972) ("[I]t is public policy ... everywhere to 
encourage the disclosure of criminal activity."). Effective implementation of 
that policy requires the cooperation of citizens possessing knowledge 
thereof. See, e.g.,  



Palmateer v. International Harvester Co., 85 Ill.2d 124, 52 Ill.Dec. 13, 421 
N.E.2d 876, 879-80 (1981); Garibaldi v. Lucky Food Stores, Inc., 726 F.2d 
1367, 1374 (9th Cir.1984).”  
Fox v. MCI Communications Corp., 931 P.2d 857 at 861 (Utah, 1997).  
Under the facts of the present complaint, the plaintiff is imminent danger of 
irreparable harm from retaliation for his federal whistle blowing activities 
and requires capable counsel which he still cannot obtain, to protect his 
fundamental liberty interests:  
“Although "a private citizen lacks a judicially cognizable interest in the 
prosecution... of another," private citizens have the right to inform law 
enforcement officers of violations of the law. Leeke v. Timmerman, 454 
U.S. 83, 85-86, 102 S.Ct. 69, 70, 70 L.Ed.2d 65 (1982) (internal quotation 
marks omitted). In re Quarles, 158 U.S. 532, 535-36, 15 S. Ct. 959, 960-61, 
39 L. Ed. 1080 (1895).”  
Woody v. Cronic at 7-8 (11th Cir., 2010).  
Respectively submitted,  
s/Stew Webb Federal Whistleblower Plaintiff,  
stewwebb@stewwebb.com  
http://www.stewwebb.com  
816 478 3267  
16508 A East Gudgell  
Independence, Missouri 64055  
Copies by email to:  
NY Attorney General  



http://www.ag.ny.gov/  
nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov  
Mortgage Fraud Federal Strike Force  
WADHWAS@sec.gov  
Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov  
sansonj@sec.gov  
ago@state.ma.us  
oig@sec.gov  
Previous Filing in this Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR  
http://www.stewwebb.com/COMPLAINT_FOR_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF_201
20905.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/EX_PARTE_MOTION_FOR_PRELIMINARY_IN
JUNCTIVE_RELIEF_20120925.pdf  
Including Notice to Court of U.S. Mail theft Police report filed: electronic 
filing  
Including 84 Documents submitted as evidence: Electronic filing  
http://www.stewwebb.com/NOTICE_TO_COURT_THREAT_FIRST_AMEN
DMENT_VIOLATIONS_20120907.htm  
Police report filed:  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++  
Exhibits A-G filed electronically this date as exhibits:  
Attached and enclosed herein exhibit H Stewart A. Webb Official SEC 
Whistleblower Filing with SEC  
Note: Oct 2, 2012 JPMorgan sued for fraud by New York attorney 
general over mortgage-backed securities:  
http://www.ag.ny.gov/  
http://www.ag.ny.gov/press-release/ag-schneiderman-sues-jpmorgan-
fraudulent-residential-mortgage-backed-securities-issued  
Plaintiff Stewart Webb Official SEC Whistleblower Filing Filed March 12, 
2012 online after a call from SEC Tim Casey  
Official SEC Whistleblower Complaint Securities Frauds  



Larry Mizel Mortgage Backed Securities Frauds and Bank Bailout Frauds  
MDC Holding, Inc. (MDC NYSE)  
Official SEC Whistleblower Complaint Securities Frauds  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Larry_Mizel_Mortgage_Backed_Securities_Frau
ds_and_Bank_Bailout_Frauds_03122012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com  
MDC Holding, Inc. (MDC NYSE)  
This has lead to World Wide Financial Collapse and Bailouts  
Here are the Entities Larry Mizel used to Bundle the Fraudulent Mortgage 
Backed Securities  
Official SEC Whistleblower Complaint  
False Claims-Whistleblower Act  
By Stewart Webb Federal Whistleblower  
Filed March 12, 2012 online after a call from Tim Casey  
http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  
Email sent this same date and submitted online to SEC see bottom of this 
page:  
WADHWAS@sec.gov  
Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov  
sansonj@sec.gov  
ago@state.ma.us  
oig@sec.gov  
http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  
False Claims-Whistleblower Act  
Welcome to the Office of the Whistleblower  



Assistance and information from a whistleblower who knows of possible 
securities law violations can be among the most powerful weapons in the 
law enforcement arsenal of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Through their knowledge of the circumstances and individuals involved, 
whistleblowers can help the Commission identify possible fraud and other 
Violations much earlier than might otherwise have been possible. That 
allows the Commission to minimize the harm to Investors better preserve 
the integrity of the United States' capital markets, and more swiftly hold 
accountable those responsible for unlawful conduct.  
The Commission is authorized by Congress to provide monetary awards to 
eligible individuals who come forward with High-quality original information 
that leads to a Commission enforcement action in which over $1,000,000 in 
sanctions Is ordered. The range for awards is between 10% and 30% of the 
money collected.  
The Office of the Whistleblower was established to administer the SEC's 
whistleblower program. We greatly appreciate your interest and we hope 
that this website answers any questions you may have.  
We understand that the decision to come forward with information about 
securities fraud or other wrongdoing is not one taken lightly and we are 
here to answer any questions you may have. You can reach the Office of 
the  
Whistleblower at (202) 551-4790.  
Larry Mizel Bank Bailout Criminal  
1% Illuminati Bankers  
Get the Money Back  
Solve the World Financial Crisis  
The American Revolution Continues in 2012  
Larry Mizel Bank Fraudster  
One of the 100 Illuminati Bankers that control 90% of the Worlds wealth 
illegally gained.  
Mizel created Mortgages through MDC Asset Investors on houses that 
were never built in southern California (Richmond Homes) and other states,  



including duplicating Mortgages up to 9 times by bundling and selling then 
in Billion Dollar Bundles to Banks and Pension Funds to steal your money 
then after the temporary 2008 Bail Out by U.S. Citizens they start robbing 
people who had been paying their Mortgage to their legal Mortgage holders 
and came in and stole 3.5 million homes from Mortgage paying Americans.  
These are Larry Mizel Entities that were used by Larry A. Mizel aka Larry 
Mizell aka Larry Mizei  
To commit Frauds and False Claims against the United States of America 
and the American People including Securities Frauds and Frauds against 
Investors and Foreign Banks.  
Other Culprits include Norman Phillip Brownstein Former Director MDC 
NYSE Mizel’s attorney and partner in crime who is Managing Director of 
DEUTSCHE BANK AG-REGISTERED (DBK:Xetra) Runs a team of sales 
and marketing professionals responsible for bringing HSBC's global 
derivative capabilities to Canadian clients. Product coverage includes rates, 
credit, equity, funds and emerging market derivatives. Team is divided into 
retail and institutional coverage. Retail team is responsible for all structured 
notes issues by HSBC Bank Canada (all asset classes) as well as 
Structured GICs. Products are sold through the private bank, HSBC 
securities as well as mutiple third party distributors. Institutional team 
covers clients ranging from mid-market to multi-national to provide financial 
solutions on both the asset side and liability side of the balance sheet.  
Does this sound like the Mortgage Frauds?  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Junk Bond Daisy Chain Fraud by Stew 
Webb.html  
http://www.stewwebb.com/frauds_are_us_at_mdc_holdings_04262010.htm
l  
Here are the Criminals who caused the World Wide Economic Collapse 
and the Entities used the U.S. Government has 53 Attorneys and 200 
agents on a Special Task Force and they claim they cannot figure it out. 
Other Culprits are named in the Documents herein below:  
Original Letter to SEC Attorneys  
February 6, 2012  



WADHWAS@sec.gov  
Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov  
sansonj@sec.gov  
ago@state.ma.us  
oig@sec.gov  
Filed online March 13, 2012 SEC.gov  
RE: After call from Tim Casey  
http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  
Welcome to the Office of the Whistleblower  
Note: The U.S. Government never has Paid this Whistleblower a dime only 
tried to Murder me many time…Stew Webb  
http://www.stewwebb.com/DHS_Assassination_attempt_on_Stew_Webb_P
hotos_12052010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Grandview_Missouri_Police_Cover_up_attempt
ed_Murder_11122010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Grandview_Missouri_Police_Report_105206_10
252010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Stew_Webb_Drawing_of_Accident_Attempted_
Murder_10252010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Federal_W
histleblower_01102011.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Governor
s_Revolution_11302010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/dhs_attempted_murder_of_whistleblower_stew_
webb_06092010.htm  
Companies responsible for Mortgage Securities frauds  
Houses that were never built and Duplicated Mortgages  
Not to be published.  



Let me know.  
s/Stew Webb Federal Whistleblower  
stewwebb@stewwebb.com  
816 478 3267  
http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_grand_jury_demand_vs_bush_mill
man_clinton_etal_09142009.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_vs_bush_millman_lindner_clinton_c
rime_syndicate_122009.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com  
http://www.stewwebb.com/breaking_news.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/savings_and_loan_whistleblower_faces_federal
_charges_091692.gif  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Clinton_Lindner_Crime_Family_
Flow_Chart1.jpg  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Organized_Crime_Syndicate_Ba
nk_Accounts1.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_clinton_mizel_organized_crime_syndicate
_06172010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/kerre_millman_aka_kerre_smith_fugitive_from_j
ustice_05162010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Amanda_Janusz_Where_is_The_Justice_Depar
tment_11162010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/inside_the_bush_crime family_part1.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/inside_the_bush_crime_family_part2.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/WANTED_FOR_TREASON_AND_SEDITION_1
2072010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Governor
s_Revolution_11302010.htm  



http://www.stewwebb.com/obamas_crystal_nacht_american_people_under
_attack_09262010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/dhs_attempted_murder_of_whistleblower_stew_
webb_06092010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/DHS_Assassination_attempt_on_Stew_Webb_P
hotos_12052010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Federal_W
histleblower_01102011.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/may_6th_market_event_mdc_holdings_nyse_lar
ry_mizel_culprit_news_05182010.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Wall_Street_how_Larry_Mizel_MDC_NYSE_Do
es_a_Deal_07182011.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_narcotics_money_laundry_funds_obama_
mccain.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/rush_for_gold_how_silverado_operated.htm  
Companies responsible for Mortgage Securities Frauds  
Houses that were never built and Duplicated Mortgages  
The below are the Buffers used to pass the Illegal Mortgage Securities in 
Bundles  
that has lead to the Illegal Bank Bailout and World Financial Collapse  
These are Trillions of Dollars Stole my the Persons herein the Filings.  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_ACCEPTANCE_INC.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Asset_Investors_Corporation.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_EQUITY_INC.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FINANCE_CORPORATI
ON.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FUNDING_CORPORATI
ON.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm  



http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_MORTGAGE_FUNDING
_CORPORATION.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_OPERATING_PARTNER
SHIP_LP.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LIMITED.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/D_&_R_Asset_Investors.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/GREENWOOD_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC_020
52012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_GROUP
_LLC_02052012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_LTD.ht
m  
http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_Asset_Investors_38_Found.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_ASSET_INVESTORS_INC_02052012.ht
m  
Note 50 South Steel Denver, Colorado  
Is nothing more than a RICO Securities Headquarters?  
Below  
Aka MDC Janus Funds  
and other Len Millman-Larry Mizel-Norman Brownstein Entities  
Foreign Limited Partnership  
Jurisdiction: British Virgin Islands  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Palm_Structured_Asset_Investors_02052012.ht
m  
http://www.stewwebb.com/20041257435.pdf  
http://www.stewwebb.com/20051281539.pdf  



http://www.stewwebb.com/20111385721.pdf  
http://www.stewwebb.com/PRINCIPAL_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.ht
m  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Real_Asset_Investors_LLC_02052012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/ServiceStar_Asset_Investors_02052012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/SKB_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.htm  
http://www.stewwebb.com/TECH_ASSET_GROUP_INVESTORS_LLC_02
052012.htm  
Note: Len Millman's National Acceptance Company Aka National 
Brokerage as in  
AIG Maurice Hank Greenburg and Meyer Blinder  
Aka First National Acceptance Company Aka First National Banks  
50 South Steel Denver, Colorado  
lots of Securities Frauds.  
Respectively submitted,  
s/Stew Webb Federal Whistleblower Plaintiff,  
stewwebb@stewwebb.com  
http://www.stewwebb.com  
816 478 3267  
16508 A East Gudgell  
Independence, Missouri 64055  
Copies by email to:  
NY Attorney General  
http://www.ag.ny.gov/  
nyag.pressoffice@ag.ny.gov  
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CURRENT FILING BELOW ON THE RECORD: 
 
Filed September 5, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 
COMPLAINT_FOR_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF_20120905.htm 



http://www.stewwebb.com/COMPLAINT_FOR_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF_201

20905.htm  

Filed September 7,  2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

NOTICE_TO_COURT_THREAT_FIRST_AMENDMENT_VIOLATIONS_20

120907.htm 

http://www.stewwebb.com/NOTICE_TO_COURT_THREAT_FIRST_AMEN

DMENT_VIOLATIONS_20120907.htm  

Filed September 25, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

EX_PARTE_MOTION_FOR_PRELIMINARY_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EX_PARTE_MOTION_FOR_PRELIMINARY_IN

JUNCTIVE_RELIEF.pdf  

Filed October 5, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORDER_OF_DISMISSAL_2012

1005.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/MOTION_TO_REVIEW_MAGISTRATES_ORD

ER_OF_DISMISSAL_20121005.pdf  

 

Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AND_RECOMMEDATIONS_2

0121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/PLAINTIFFS_OBJECTIONS_TO_REPORT_AN

D_RECOMMEDATIONS_20121011.pdf  
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Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_2012

1011.pdf  

 

Filed October 11, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_SEC_Attorneys_20121005.

htm 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Letter_to_NY_Attorney_General_US_Attorney_

SEC_Attorneys_20121005.htm  

 

Filed October 22, 2012 IN THE JOHNSON COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF KANSAS OLATHE, KANSAS 
Case No: 12CV08274 
STEWART_WEBB_COMPLAINT_IN_KANSAS_COURT_Stamped_20121

022.htm 

http://www.stewwebb.com/STEWART_WEBB_COMPLAINT_IN_KANSAS_

COURT_Stamped_20121022.htm  

 

STEWART_WEBB_COMPLAINT_IN_KANSAS_COURT_20121022.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/STEWART_WEBB_COMPLAINT_IN_KANSAS_

COURT_20121022.pdf  

Filed October 24, 2012 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS Case No: 12-CV-2588 EFM/GLR 

Notice_To_The_Court_RICO_SUIT_Filed_Against_Judge_Kathryn_H_Vrat

il_20121024.pdf 

http://www.stewwebb.com/EMERGENCY_MOTION_FOR_HEARING_20121011.pdf
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http://www.stewwebb.com/Notice_To_The_Court_RICO_SUIT_Filed_Again

st_Judge_Kathryn_H_Vratil_20121024.pdf  

Exhibit A Attached incorporated herein below Plaintiff’s open Grand 

Jury Case Number 95-Y-107: 

Filed September 9, 2010 with the Clerk of the court IN THE UNITED 
STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS to 
transfer to Kansas City, Kansas: 
 
Obstruction of Justice by U.S. Attorney Henry Solono  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Henry_Solano_Former_Denver_US_Attorney_O

bstructed_Justice_20120414.htm  

Listen to 1995 Recordings of FBI AGENT MARK HOSTLAW, Stew 
Webb and Peter Kawaja Reporting Iraq-gate aka BNLK Bank aka Gulf 
War Illness Obstruction by FBI Denver Grand Jury Case number 95-Y-
107 Filed April 1, 1995 by Stew Webb Federal Whistleblower 

http://recordings.talkshoe.com/TC-27564/TS-614322.mp3  

that nearly killed Plaintiff Stewart Webb and Plaintiff’s witness Lt 
Commander Office of Naval Intelligence Iran Contra Whistleblower Al 
Martin 
http://www.almartinraw.com  
http://www.stewwebb.com/Stew_Webb_Whistleblower_Witness_Al_M
artin_Whistleblower.htm  
Stew Webb Whistleblower Witness Al Martin Whistleblower 

 

The Conspirators 
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Secrets of an Iran-Contra Insider  

By Lt. Cmdr. Al Martin (US Navy, Ret.)  

Copyright 2000, Al Martin. All Rights Reserved 
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NOTE: To all reading this I suggest you buy Al Martin’s book: 

http://www.almartinraw.com  

The below is just some of Al Martin’s evidence to be present against 

Leonard Millman: 

COMPLAINT_FOR_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF_20120905.htm 

EX_PARTE_MOTION_FOR_PRELIMINARY_INJUNCTIVE_RELIEF.pdf 

Henry_Solano_Former_Denver_US_Attorney_Obstructed_Justice_201204

14.htm 

95Y107-Payment.JPG 

95Y107-Pg1_JPG.htm 

Stew_Webb_Grand_Jury_Demand_vs_George_Bush_US_District_Court_

95Y107_03202012.htm 

Stew_Webb_vs_Kerre_Millman_Civil_RICO_July_31_1997_case_97_N_1

498.htm 

 

Exerts from The Conspirators by Iran Contra Whistleblower Al Martin 

Trinity Oil and Gas purchased Argentine and Brazilian oil and gas leases 

for about  

RE: Leonard Millman, Stew Webb’s ex-in-law 

Page 109  

$30,000 or $40,000 per lease from Gulf Oil Drilling Supply.  

Of course, these leases were effectively worthless.  

http://www.almartinraw.com/
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Gulf Oil Drilling Supply obtained these leases originally from Zapata. They 

bought  

these leases for a dollar each from Bush-controlled Zapata Oil, which had 

held these  

leases for some time. But they were tantamount to worthless.  

Suddenly these leases are effectively given from father to son and they 

wind up in  

the hands of the Jeb Bush-controlled Gulf Oil Drilling Supply Company.  

Gulf Oil Drilling Supply Company hypothecated these leases, borrowed 

money from  

these leases with numerous Iran-Contra friendly banks in the Miami area, 

principally  

Capitol Bank.  

Later they would default on these loans, and when Brazilian authorities got 

word that  

these leased areas were being used for fraudulent purposes in the United 

States,  

Brazilian authorities mounted an investigation.  

It was a half-assed investigation, but it was enough for Jeb Bush to 

disgorge. He  

didn't want anything more to do with these leases, so consequently he sold 

them to  

Trinity Oil and Gas, which again made the same claims that Gulf Oil Drilling 

Supply  

Company had previously made. They said that these leases were, of 

course, fabulously  

valuable, when in fact, they were tantamount to worthless.  



To further illustrate the Arkansas connection to Trinity Oil and Gas, it 

should be  

noted that the general counsels with the law firm of Rose and Hubbel -- 

their bank was  

another infamous Arkansas Iran-Contra bank -- the Twin Cities Bank of 

North Little  

Rock, Arkansas.  

The officer there, later a Director of the bank who handled the account was 

the  

infamous Jonathan Flake. Flake was the one who helped Seal and Hamil 

put together  

limited partnerships and syndications, while the bank provided bridge 

loans.  

Also, in general partnerships of oil production, proved up production (which 

they  

didn't have, but they simply made it appear that they had), interests were 

sold by, of all  

people, Dan Lasater.  

Flake, by the way, was an officer and Director of Twin Cities Bank of North 

Little  

Rock -- a key figure in Iran-Contra fraud in Arkansas.  

Flake was involved in numerous oil and gas scams and bogus real estate 

limited  

partnerships that the bank also marketed and/or financed. He was also 

involved with  

numerous U.S. congressmen.  



In all of these bogus oil and gas deals or bogus real estate deals that 

Congressman  

Alexander, Congressman Solarz, Congressman Dellums and others got 

hurt, the  

common factor is Twin Cities Bank of North Little Rock Arkansas and its 

senior loan  
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officer and later Director, Jonathan Flake.  

A precise example of Flake's involvement would be that Twin Cities Bank 

of North  

Little Rock was both was a submarketer through its securities division as 

well as a  

financier in terms of holding non-recourse and fully recourse paper on 

bogus limited  

partnerships.  

However, Flake was directly involved in the marketing and subsequently 

financing  

of the fraudulent real estate investment trust known as the Boulder 

Property Limited  

Series of Partnerships.  

It was through these partnerships that Congressman Alexander lost about 

$3 million.  

Now Alexander didn't actually lose the $3 million. He didn't have it to lose. 

But he was  

forced to default on the debt and forced to declare personal bankruptcy 

because of it.  



Later we will agains touch on Twin Cities Bank of North Little Rock, 

Arkansas, and  

see how that bank is a key element in the so-called Denver Daisy Chain.  

Through this bank, it will be possible to see that Neil Bush was a 

substantially larger  

Iran-Contra fraud and Iran-Contra profiteering player than the public has 

been led to  

believe because there is a direct connection between Silverado and the 

Twin Cities  

Bank of North Little Rock.  

That connection exists through Phil Winn of the Winn Group in Denver and 

his  

partners Leonard Millman and Steve Mizel, as well as Millman's company, 

MDC  

Holdings, a publicly listed company and its then brokerage subsidiary, the 

National  

Brokerage Group.  

These are all infamous Iran-Contra artifices, but we are going to explore in 

the Denver  

Daisy Chain and make the connection between the Denver frauds and how 

that filters  

through Arkansas. This is an area which has not been extensively 

researched in the  

past.  

Moving on to the infamous Gulf Oil Drilling Supply Company -- this was Jeb 

Bush's  



favorite oil and gas fraudulent artifice. Many of these Iran-Contra frauds 

would  

borrow names from large existing well-known corporations, such as “Gulf.”  

You will see in virtually every oil and gas fraud in Iran-Contra the word 

"Gulf" is  

used.  

However, it is commonly and correctly presumed that the word “Gulf,” as in 

Gulf  

Coast Investment Group and its subsidiaries refers to the southeastern 

United States  

region, meaning “Gulf,” which is the common presumption.  

In the case of Gulf Oil Drilling Supply -- Jeb Bush's deal -- that referred to 

the Arabian  

Gulf. This is not commonly known publicly. But it really should be.  

It's rather obvious when one looks where Gulf Oil Drilling Supply Company  
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supposedly did business.  

Its principal foreign office was in Bahrain, which was headed by, of course, 

Richard  

Secord.  

Gulf Oil Drilling Supply of Miami, New York and Bahrain was, I believe, a 

more  

sizeable fraud than has been publicly thought in the past.  



When one adds up total losses taken by banks and security houses, it is in 

the $300 or  

$400 million range, so it is what I would consider to be a medium to larger 

size fraud.  

The fraud was rather simple.  

Richard Secord arranged through then Vice President George Bush Sr.'s 

old friend,  

Ghaith Pharaon, the then retired head of Saudi intelligence, for Gulf Oil and 

Drilling to  

purchase from the Saudi government oil and gas leases in the Gulf which 

were  

effectively worthless.  

As you know, most Gulf Oil production is onshore and not offshore.  

The reason is that it is very expensive to extract offshore.  

And, of course, these leases would be dummied up, then prettied up to 

make them  

look like they were just worth a goddamn fortune.  

The leases again would be hypothecated or borrowed against in some 

other fashion,  

again, through Intercontinental Bank, Great American Bank and Trust of 

West Palm  

Beach which subsequently failed under the weight of unpaid Iran-Contra 

loans.  

Marvin Warner, of course, was the chairman of that bank. Also, in the case 

of Gulf  

Oil Drilling Supply, there was some moderately large international lending 

to that  



company.  

As you would suspect, it was principally out of the old George Bush friendly 

banks --  

Credit Lyonnais and Banque Paribas, which, combined lent $60 million 

dollars to Gulf  

Oil Drilling Supply, which, of course was defaulted on later.  

It has always been my personal opinion that the reason the Kerry 

Committee, the  

Hughes Committee, the Alexander Committee, and other Iran-Contra 

investigating  

committees on the Hill as well as some people in the media shied away 

from Gulf Oil  

Drilling Supply -- and why there is so little known about it publicly -- is 

because it  

directly relates to the great conundrum.  

The minute it is seen that Gulf Oil Drilling Supply had relationships with 

Credit  

Lyonnais, Banque Paribas and others -- that puts it in a whole different 

much higher  

realm.  

The old George Bush connections of deep old fraud is something that 

everyone in the  

media and on the Hill is frightened of because -- if you started with Gulf Oil 

Drilling  

Supply and investigated it to its logical conclusion, you get into that whole 

bigger  
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picture where there is multi-billion dollar fraud -- something no one really 

wants to  

look at.  

And Gulf Oil Drilling Supply is very difficult to segregate, to look at it as one  

individual company, or one individual fraud, or a series of frauds because 

it's really  

much more than that -- and it taps into a much larger pre-existing fraud.  

However, I would certainly recommend that it be pursued, since I have 

substantial  

information about Gulf Oil Drilling Supply (I did business with them and with 

the  

Orca Supply Company).  

In some cases, I repackaged the worthless leases into other partnership 

deals. But I  

do have substantial information about it.  

There is a lot more information available about Gulf Oil Drilling Supply than 

is  

commonly presumed, because when Iran-Contra unraveled the day after 

Thanksgiving  

1986, there was a big effort to classify documents concerning Gulf Oil 

Drilling Supply.  

There wasn't any effort made to hide them under correct analysis that no 

one would  

want to get into the deal and really pick it apart for fear of that big bugaboo 

-- for fear  



of getting into the bigger picture of the deep old frauds.  

It should also be noted that Gulf Oil Drilling Supply also retained banking  

relationships with the Bank of Greece, Union Bank of Switzerland, and 

Jarlska Bank of  

Copenhagen.  

One need only look to see who was on the Board of Advisers of Gulf Oil 

Drilling  

Supply to see what the fraud was all about -- essentially the old cast of 

characters.  

Ghaith Pharaon was on the Board of Advisers.  

Andre Papandreou, the former Prime Minister of Greece was on the Board 

of  

Directors.  

Marcel Dessault, Jr., the old man's son, was on the Board of Advisers.  

And, of course, we see these names again, again and again in Iran-Contra 

frauds as  

you saw these names ten and twenty years earlier in other type of Bush-

orchestrated  

frauds.  

To get back to Trinity Oil and Gas -- I wanted to mention something that's 

been  

completely overlooked. Trinity Oil and Gas was a publicly listed company 

for a short  

period of time on the pink sheets.  

It was a deal that was done in part through Meyer Blinder (Blinder 

Robinson  



Securities in Denver) as well as Atlantic Securities, Balfour McClain 

Securities, Singer  

Island Securities.  

All of these companies had the same ownership through the National 

Brokerage  

Group of Denver.  
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Trinity Oil and Gas was backed into a shell which was then pumped up. 

The stock  

traded as high as a dollar before the deal collapsed.  

But returning to Trinity Oil and Gas -- a good example of what I would list 

as a passthrough  

fraud, that is, a nuts to bolts fraud.  

The company is started as a fraud to legitimize flow of funds from Iran-

Contra  

sympathizers to the hands of Oliver North and Richard Secord and others. 

Then it  

would pass into the hands of the political parties and the various members 

of the Bush  

family who had financial interest in Trinity Oil and Gas vis-a-vis the 

connection  

between Trinity and their own corporations.  

What I mean by “pass-through” is not only was the oil-and-gas part of it a 

fraud (to  



defraud banks and securities firms), but you then back it into a public shell -

- start it  

out at three or four cents a share and pump it up to a dollar.  

That is simply another way to exploit the fraud.  

We have taken an oil and gas fraud, moved it into a banking fraud, then 

into a  

securities fraud. It's called squeezing every last penny of fraud out of the 

initial fraud,  

which is not directed towards anything else.  

In the Florida connections (during 1983 to 1986) I was friendly with Charlie 

Harper,  

then SEC Commissioner from Miami.  

I used to see Charlie. Charlie used to go to a lot of Republican functions. 

Charlie was  

also a team player, and when I mentioned the Trinity Oil and Gas, and Gulf 

Oil  

Drilling Supply, Charlie said that those were on his "red flag" list -- 

personally  

provided to him from his superiors in Washington. These were deals that 

he was not to  

look at or investigate.  

Subsequently, in my 1987 testimony before the Kerry Committee, I had 

mentioned  

this to Jeff Goldberg, then Counsel for John Kerry's office, and they 

approached Harper.  

Harper immediately denied that such a list existed, and three weeks later, 

of course,  



Charlie was promoted to Regional SEC Commissioner in Atlanta.  

Of course, at this time, Mr. Harper was also unable to explain where the 

money had  

come from for him to purchase a $350,000 vacation home in the out 

islands, and where  

the money had come from for his sailboat and his Cessna 210 airplane.  

He had always claimed that he was an honest public servant, living on his 

salary of $  

68,932 a year.  

It should further be noted that when the Kerry Committee attempted to ask 

then-  

Florida State Controller, Gerald Lewis (the cousin, by the way, of the 

infamous Marvin  

Warner) and later subpoena him as to why he had not investigated certain 

security  

transactions and businesses ongoing in Florida such as the Gulf Coast 

Investment  
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Group, Trinity Oil and Gas, and the Gulf Oil Drilling Supply Company, the 

comptroller  

promptly resigned his position and elected to take an extended vacation in 

his luxury  

Caribbean home, which he purchased for the equivalent of ten years his 

public salary.  

10. The Trilateral Investment Group Fraud  



I’d like to discuss another infamous Iran-Contra cut-out -- the Tri-Lateral 

Investment  

Group, Ltd. This was another offshore corporation formed early in 1984 by 

Larry  

Hamil and included as either its officers, principals, or directors, of Richard 

Secord,  

Oliver North, Jeb Bush, Gen. Aderholt, and the infamous, sinister and 

dreaded Col.  

Robert Steele.  

Steele, by the way, now runs a business in McLean, Virginia called 

Outsource  

Computers, Inc., whose soul contractee is the National Security Agency.  

Anyway I wanted to use the Tri-Lateral Investment Group as a good 

example of one  

business which incorporated all phases of the old right-wing favorite frauds, 

i.e. oil and  

gas, real estate, gold bullion, aircraft brokerage, security and banking fraud, 

insurance  

fraud. They were all wrapped up into one.  

What Tri-Lateral would in real estate, for instance, would be to form various  

fraudulent real estate investment trusts, which didn't exist as anything more 

than  

paperwork in somebody's file drawer. They would take out leases on the 

land, build a  

few models, get bridge loans, rehypothecate the bridge loans and so forth.  

The net result is that in the end, the project would collapse, and $20 or $30 

million  



would disappear.  

But on the real estate end of transactions, Tri-Lateral is interesting for its  

involvements in a very infamous fraud -- the Topsail Development, Ltd. 

Fraud of  

Pensacola, Florida.  

This was the famous diversion of 22,000 acres in central Florida, which 

was financed  
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by original bridge loans from the American Bank and Trust of Pensacola, 

Florida,  

which at that time was owned by BCCI.  

It seemed odd at the time, but this was not known until some years later. 

People  

thought it was odd that BCCI would own a little nickel and dime commercial 

bank in  

Pensacola, but it was essentially to launder money and to provide bridge 

financing for  

Iran-Contra profiteering.  

In 1988, the American Bank and Trust of Pensacola, Florida collapsed 

under the  

weight of unrepaid illicit Iran-Contra loans. The Topsail Development deal 

was the  

largest real estate fraud ever committed in the United States. It was 

ultimately bailed  

out by the Coca-Cola Corporation through those Belizian transactions.  



Tri-Lateral Investment Group had become involved in that transaction vis-a-

vis the  

leases that Tri-Lateral held through Larry Hamil on 45,000 acres of coastal 

Belizian  

property.  

All it ever was -- was a first right of refusal and tenuous leases. The land 

was never  

actually owned by Tri-Lateral. The loans, by the way, the $9 million in 

bridge loans to  

purchase the lease on those lands, came from Great American Bank and 

Trust of West  

Palm Beach.  

Marvin Warner personally approved the loans. I was involved in several 

meetings. I  

was sitting there, as a matter of fact, when Marvin Warner was there and 

Hamil and  

Secord and others to discuss the bridge loan.  

Naturally, this $9 million was never paid back, but that was the intent.  

Simply transferring money from the bank into other people's hands 

ostensibly for  

“The Cause” which we all chuckled about, as everyone knew that it was 

essentially  

going into other people's pockets.  

As history recounts, of course, Great American Bank and Trust also failed 

in 1988  

under the weight of unrepaid illicit Iran-Contra loans, to the extent of about 

$156  



million that wasn't repaid.  

In terms of oil and gas, Tri-Lateral also had an interest in Gulf Coast 

Investment, Ltd.,  

which held a lot of marginal oil production and limestone production in 

Tennessee,  

Kentucky, and Oklahoma.  

The old one-a-day pumper routine. In oil terms, what's known as the Knox 

in Clay  

County, Kentucky that extends up around Olney, Illinois. These are all beat 

out one-aday  

pumpers, one-barrel-a-day, two-barrel-a-day pumpers that have been 

around for  

fifty years.  

Hamil made them look like they were simply pumping thousands of barrels 

a day.  

What Tri-Lateral would do was to take its supposed proprietary interest in 

Gulf Coast  
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Investment Group. Make it appear, in fact, this proprietary interest was 

worth a lot  

more than it was.  

It would then hypothecate that interest to commercial loans, principally out 

of  

Citibank. It would then purchase with this money Citibank's securities, 

mostly Citibank  



bonds.  

I remember the large amount of the coupons in 1993 that Tri-Lateral held 

with money  

it was lent by Citibank.  

The notes would then be held at Merrill Lynch, where they would be 

margined out.  

Then the money, again, would be put into something else, usually a 

bankers  

acceptances, often at Chase Manhattan.  

What I'm trying to say is that you start with $100,000 and at the end of a 

series of  

frauds that $100,000 is essentially turned into a $10,000,000 house of 

cards, of which  

perhaps $5,000,000 in cash was actually extracted before the whole house 

of cards falls  

down.  

As I've said before. what made this possible is that all the financial 

intermediaries,  

banks, brokerage houses, or security companies, were all determined 

“Iran-Contra  

friendly.”  

Again, essentially it was transferring wealth from a bank, from a brokerage, 

from  

investors, from one pocket to another.  

Another reason I wanted to mention the Tri-Lateral Investment Group is 

that it was  



deals concerning the Tri-Lateral Investment Group which eventually forced 

the  

downfall of Richard Hamil in May 1985.  

When Hamil was transferring all that cash out of Union Bank of Switzerland 

(in so  

many of these frauds I was involved with or familiar with or marketed or 

whatever)  

Union Bank of Switzerland was invariably the butt end of the fraud.  

In other words, it was the last place a fraud was hypothecated. It was 

where the final  

cash would be extracted.  

You can pretty well see that the government of the United States admits 

that in its  

famous Lake Resources civil suit against Richard Secord, which was filed 

in 1991.  

The government makes the admission, that during this 1983 to 1986 time 

frame, that it  

had funded a variety of frauds on behalf of Richard Secord, and that 

Richard Secord  

was its authorized agent.  

In fact, they admitted that the CIA had had a longstanding relationship with 

the  

Union Bank of Switzerland and that many powerful Republican interests 

also had a  

longstanding relationship with the Union Bank of Switzerland.  

The problem was that UBS was always supposed to be made whole in the 

end. As I  
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attempted to describe these frauds before, the last agent had to be made 

whole.  

The last big agent in this case was UBS.  

Unfortunately, Richard Hamil and Richard Secord did not make UBS whole 

-- all that  

money that Hamil transported in physical cash they laundered through 

Zurich.  

Hamil would board a plane. He would fly to Curaçao. The money would get  

deposited at Banque Z in Curaçao, and then the money would be re-

transferred to a  

Banque Paribas branch in Belize City.  

People tried to trace that down before and they found out there isn't any 

branch there.  

Well, yes there is. It's not incorporated in Belize, however. It's an offshore 

branch of  

Banque Paribas Panama Branch.  

This was the ultimate deep repository for Secord and Hamil, where the 

money  

ultimately got skimmed off, which ultimately accumulated to about sixteen 

and twothird  

million dollars, as I later identified in a whistleblower complaint to the  

government and to the Treasury Department.  

The Treasury Department duly informed me that they had found about 

sixteen and  



two-third million dollars in the account.  

I had known in 1985 the account had contained about eight million dollars. 

And I  

didn't know what transactions had been committed after that time, or how 

much that  

account was ultimately worth.  

I would add a personal note here. This was another whistleblower 

complaint that I  

got screwed out of.  

I had been promised and I still have the letter, as a matter of fact, from the 

Treasury  

Department's FARCO (Foreign Asset Recovery Control Office) then under 

Rich  

Newcomb that I would receive a $623,000 finders fee for the identification 

of that  

account, which the United States government subsequently froze.  

However, I was then informed that under that 1986 Administrative 

Whistleblower  

Act, that there were pre-existing claims or pre-existing information, which of 

course the  

Treasury Department doesn't have to tell you what they are or anything.  

I have complained bitterly before about the holes in that Whistleblower Act 

that you  

could drive a truck through.  

I've never known anyone who’s identified a surreptitious account that's ever 

received  



a finder’s fee that they're supposedly entitled to by the law.  

The Tri-Lateral Investment Group, Ltd. is also one of the deals (one of the 

very few  

deals, perhaps only a few dozen deals in that era by this group of guys) 

that you could  

connect Jeb, Neil, George, Jr., Prescott, and Wally Bush.  

All five -- you can put in the Tri-Lateral Investment Group, Ltd.  
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You can put Neil in it vis-a-vis Tri-Lateral's dealings with Neil's Gulf Stream 

Realty.  

Then you back up a step and put Neil Bush into Tri-Lateral Investment 

Group's  

dealings with the Winn Financial Group of Denver run by the infamous 

former  

Ambassador to Switzerland, Phillip Winn.  

You can put George, Jr. in the deal vis-a-vis the Tri-Lateral Group Ltd.'s 

fraudulent  

relationship with American Insurance General (AIG) , of which George, Jr. 

was a part  

through the same series of fraudulent fidelity guarantee instruments issued 

on behalf  

of Harken Energy from American Insurance General. Tri-Lateral Investment 

Group  

then sold bogus oil and gas leases to AIG.  



This is a direct fraud that George, Jr. profited to the extent of (not a lot) 

$1.6 or $1.7  

million. But it was a clear out-and-out fraud.  

Finally, I want to make note of the Tri-Lateral Investment Group because I 

think it's  

worth noting that it was allegations of receiving illicit campaign donations 

from the  

Tri-Lateral Investment Group which ultimately led to the defeat of 

Republican Senator  

Paula Hawkins in 1986.  

Tri-Lateral Investment Group (in terms of gold bullion fraud, another old 

right-wing  

favorite for the generation of illegal, covert revenue streams) was also 

involved in that  

20,000 ounce transaction that Larry Hamil and Richard Secord did.  

I use Larry and Richard Hamil interchangeably but the man's real name is 

Lawrence  

Richard Hamil. In various public documents and in congressional 

testimony, he is often  

referred to as either Larry Hamil or Richard Hamil.  

Anyway, Hamil had in conjunction with Richard Secord (using a letter of  

recommendation from Jeb Bush) borrowed money from Citibank to buy 

20,000 ounces  

of gold bullion from Deak Perrera in New York.  

The said bullion was then transferred to the Royal Trust Bank of Canada, 

actually its  



branch in Nassau, the Bahamas.  

The bank then issued a bonded warehouse receipt, as it is entitled to do. 

The Nassau  

branch of the Royal Trust Bank of Canada is authorized to issue bonded 

warehouse  

receipts. The said bonded warehouse receipts -- at the price of gold at that 

time was  

perhaps $7 million worth of bullion.  

The said bonded warehouse receipts are then rehypothecated back here in 

the United  

States through a variety of Iran-Contra friendly institutions.  

Ultimately, Hamil and Secord hypothecate the same 20,000 ounces of 

bullion thirteen  

times. At thirteen different lending institutions. This is one of the oldest 

tricks in the  

book. The gold bullion trick.  

I mean this was Jack Terrell's original scheme. This was a scheme that had 

been used  
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in the 1970s by the CIA. The hypothecation of gold bullion in ten different 

places.  

Of course, those deals all fell apart in the end.  

By the end of 1986, all those deals fell apart. And as usual, the bank simply 

wrote off  



the money -- about 2.3 million dollars. It was about a 2.3 million dollar loan 

issued by  

Bayshore Bank and Trust of Miami, Florida and this was certainly one of 

the lynchpin  

loans which involved Jack Singlaub.  

Gen. Jack Singlaub was the one that got the money. Of course, this was 

probably the  

straw that broke the camel's back -- which caused Bayshore Bank to fail.  

The reason why the media doesn't like to go after it because it is 

cumbersome and  

tedious. But you can see how one fraud started out with two Iran-Contra 

players --  

Larry Hamil and Richard Secord. And yet, you can see all the way through 

the  

transaction of these frauds how others benefitted.  

In this case, Gen. Singlaub. And the common denominator in so many of 

these  

frauds, is Jeb, Neil, George, Jr., Prescott, and Wally Bush. There have 

been very few  

that have made a real effort to put all this together.  

One thing that’s interesting to note here is why Lawrence Richard Hamil 

continues to  

be so hot today -- to this day in fact?  

Why is it he can never be found?  

Why is it he is either in jail or out of jail?  

When he's in jail, there's never any records that he's ever been in jail?  



Why is that he’s still both protected and punished by certain people in the  

government?  

What are the texts of his old and deep relationships with the Department of 

Defense  

and the Department of Justice and so forth?  

The principal reason why?  

Just examine his frauds.  

Look at all the people involved (who are still in office today, or seeking a 

higher  

office, or in certain agencies who have been promoted) in Hamil's principal 

group of  

frauds: Gulf Coast Investment Group, Tri-Lateral Investment Group, LRH 

Associates,  

Trinity Oil and Gas and a few others.  

There's perhaps six at the very top of the list of all the hundreds of 

corporations that  

he's formed.  

But look at the people who can be hurt, and, in some cases, who have 

been hurt.  

Look at those involved. Look at the number of Republican Congressmen 

and Senators  

that profited from these illicit deals within the Iran-Contra time frame of 

1983 to 1986.  

And look at how many of them are still in power today.  
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They are much more powerful than they were then.  

Certainly Henry Hyde, now Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, in recent 

years  

was quietly, non-publicly censured by the House and fined $835,000 as a 

final  

resolution to that Oak Brook, Illinois real estate scam and the 

hypothecation scam at  

Key Bank of New York.  

That was directly related to his involvement in LRH Associates.  

Porter Goss was also quietly reprimanded by the House (secretly you could 

even say,  

since anybody that ever tried to obtain information about Hyde or Goss' 

reprimand has  

never been successful in obtaining any documentation of it).  

Goss was reprimanded and fined $365,000 by the House, by the Ethics 

Committee,  

the internal component of it. But Goss made a fortune.  

It was in the millions that Goss made through the Destin Country Club 

Development  

Group, through the Topsail Development Group, through his surreptitious 

investments  

in Zapata, and Apache, and Tidewater, and Harken Energy. The Harken 

Energy stock  

fraud. It really is tremendous. And it is directly related to the reason why 

Hamil  



continues to be such a bone of contention and such a sore spot for the 

government and  

for many in the government to this day.  

In late 1995, when I was in my most recent difficulty with the FBI and was  

incarcerated, Jesse Helms intervened on my behalf and pressured Janet 

Reno.  

Consequently I was let out of jail and not further pursued.  

You don't think Jesse Helms did that out of the goodness of his heart, do 

you? It's  

because when I was in jail, I called Paul Rodriguez at the Washington 

Times and gave  

him more information that he had been pestering me about for a long time.  

The Washington Times (Paul Rodriguez more specifically and his friend, 

Jamie  

Dettmer) had pressed Jesse Helms about all the money that he and Oliver 

North had  

skimmed out of those big series of 501c3's in the mid '80s - the National 

Eagle Forum,  

the National Freedom Alliance, and the whole panoply.  

You'll see it's all common language that Oliver North used when he formed 

these  

things. But millions were taken out of these supposedly tax-exempt 

organizations  

illicitly and Helms profited by them, and Pete DuPont profited by them as 

did various  

members of GOPAC.  



Helms didn't help me out out of the generosity of his heart.  

It's that I rattled his goddamned cage.  

And I threatened to reveal more information about that.  

And to this day, when a reporter calls up Jesse Helms and throws up Oliver 

North or  

Larry Hamil's name in his face, he turns white as a goddamned ghost.  
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Now as we get into larger and more intriguing Iran-Contra frauds, I want to 

mention  

my involvement with the infamous Churchill Matrix Group, Ltd., which had 

operations  

in London, Paris, and Brussels.  

Its United States operations were headquartered, of all places, in 

Columbus, Ohio.  

Churchill Matrix was supposedly engineering and industrial components. It 

had a  

relationship with the infamous TKF Engineering & Trading International, 

Ltd. of Santa  

Barbara, California. It also had a relationship with the equally infamous 

International  

Systems and Components (not to be confused with International Signals 

and Controls  

of Scranton, Pennsylvania).  

International Systems and Components Corporation of McLean, Virginia, 

also had  



offices in Dallas, Texas.  

In that Churchill Matrix deal, it was later discovered that the entire thing 

was an MI-6  

British intelligence front, which unraveled in 1991 in those big series of 

trials in  

London, when that guy, Paul Anderson, was finally forced to admit he was 

a British  

Intelligence agent, and that in fact the whole deal had been an MI-6 

operation put  

together at the request of the CIA during Iran-Contra to surreptitiously get 

certain  

components to Iraq, which the CIA wanted to be gotten to Iraq.  

The only reason the deal fell apart and became public is that, in this 

country Mark  

Thatcher got listed as a co-defendant in the original indictment.  

Finally, his mother, then Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, decided to 

preempt the  

U.S. action by pulling the plug in London and forcing the MI-6 to admit what 

it was.  

That's the only reason, by the way, that the whole deal fell apart, was 

because of the  

Mark Thatcher angle.  

What British Intelligence was trying to hide at the time was the connection 

between  

MI-6, the Agency, and Carlos Cardoen.  

Had Thatcher been forced on the stand, he would have spilled the beans 

about Carlos  



Cardoen, and that was the link that both the Agency and MI-6 wanted 

hidden at the  

time.  
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11. Lawrence Richard Hamil: The US Government’s Con Man  

Next I’d like to explore the background and various dealings of the 

infamous Larry  

Hamil.  

He was born Lawrence Richard Hamil in Rockville, Maryland on November 

16, 1944,  

the firstborn child of Harry and Virginia Hamil.  

Harry Hamil was a thirty-two year veteran of the Department of Defense, 

retiring as  

a senior policy analyst on their Southern Desk.  

The Southern Desk was a military policy desk involving the Caribbean, 

Central and  

South America.  

Virginia Hamil worked for many years as a secretary at the National 

Security  

Agency. It should be noted that before her retirement, Larry's half-sister, 

Nancy, also  

was a secretary at the National Security Agency. And during the Iran-

Contra years,  

she worked directly in the Director of the National Security Lt. Gen. William 

Odom’s  



office.  

Larry Hamil has used so many aliases during his lifetime, that actually very 

little is  

known about his early life. He attended but did not graduate Georgetown 

University  

in the early 1960s. In 1966 he had a brief marriage which resulted in the 

birth of one  

daughter, Samantha.  

The father Harry Hamil passed away in 1984 of natural causes. Hamil's 

mother,  

Virginia, had left Rockville upon retirement and took up residence in West 

Palm Beach,  

Florida.  
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The earliest of Larry Hamil's business dealings comes from the late 1970s -

- when  

Larry and other parties, one of them being his longtime friend and 

associate, Martin  

Cohen, became involved in a scheme to smuggle American Express cards 

into  

Argentina.  

In the late 1970s, a financial embargo was put on Argentina by Washington 

in an  

attempt to pressure the military junta there out of power.  



The American Express Corporation turned to the CIA, who turned to all the 

players  

in the shadows of Washington, including Larry Hamil and his erstwhile 

sidekick,  

Martin Cohen, to conspire with American Express to smuggle American 

Express credit  

cards into Argentina contrary to this financial embargo.  

Hamil got paid a hundred dollars per card.  

They took the cards down there by the thousands. It was a rather large 

operation.  

The Washington Post finally discovered this operation and the CIA 

connection in  

1980. American Express was rather severely fined and the CIA was 

substantially  

embarrassed, but, of course, denied all knowledge of it.  

The next illicit business transaction -- I am aware of -- that Larry was 

involved in was  

only a year after, in 1980, during the infamous Dominican Sugar Embargo, 

when the  

United States was attempting to pressure the military government of then 

Raphael  

Trujillo out of office.  

One way of doing this was to embargo Dominican sugar. Hamil became 

involved in  

a series of transactions to surreptitiously transport sugar out of the 

Dominican Republic  



at a substantially reduced price, and to disguise that sugar through 

Jamaica and Haiti,  

where it was sold at a tremendous profit.  

It's sketchy. I don't know all the people he was involved with in this 

conspiracy. I do  

know that one of the people he was involved with was the infamous Frank 

Snepp.  

Frank had just retired that year from the CIA and was looking for little things 

to get  

himself involved in. I do know that Hamil made a substantial sum of money 

in this  

endeavor. I also know that he lost a substantial sum of money when the 

government  

froze some of his accounts in late 1981. I don't know how much of the 

money he was  

actually ever able to retain.  

The next illegal transaction Mr. Hamil got himself involved in was in 1982, 

during the  

so-called Falklands War.  

It was a scheme where he and Marcel Dessault, the famous French 

industrialist, in  

conjunction with the famous Brazilian industrial shadow player and 

longtime CIA ally  

(and longtime George Bush friend) Amaro Pintos Ramos, attempted to 

smuggle into  

Brazil and to transport across the border and sell to the Argentinian 

government Exocet  
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missiles which proved during that campaign to be the most effective 

weapon Argentina  

had against British warships.  

The Argentinians were desperate during that conflict to get their hands on 

more of  

those missiles. They were willing to pay whatever it took -- ten or twenty 

times the  

normal price of what one of those missiles fetched on the open market.  

I don't know what quantity of missiles were smuggled in. I think it was a 

very small  

number, thirty or forty missiles perhaps.  

My impression though was that the profit was in the millions from that 

transaction.  

Later on during the Iran-Contra period, from 1983 to 1986, Hamil would 

continue to  

transact a lot of business with Marcel Dessault and with Pintos Ramos.  

Pintos Ramos is one of the common connections that Hamil had with 

George Bush, Sr.  

And it was the common connection that he had with all the Bush sons. 

That's how he  

knew the sons before Iran-Contra came along.  

For a point of reference, Dessault Industries in France is the largest French 

defense  



contractor. It makes jet fighters and missiles for the French government 

and for export.  

If Larry Hamil were to be categorized, he would wear the label of one of the 

legions  

of quasi con men with government connections who wait in the shadows of  

Washington for the next illegal, covert operation of state to come along 

from which he  

can profit.  

And he's not the only one. There are legions of these guys.  

It just so happens that Larry Hamil is probably king of the hill wearing this 

moniker.  

Larry knew -- prior to the beginning of Iran-Contra operations in 1983 -- 

about Iran-  

Contra, or what later became known as Iran-Contra as early as 1981.  

Larry actually had physical copies -- voluminous, thousands of pages -- of 

the  

original CIA white papers on Operation Eagle, as it was formulated in 1981 

by Bill  

Casey.  

It was always a mystery to people how Hamil obtained these documents.  

How he obtained them was through Dewey Clarridge.  

Hamil and Dewey go back a long way into all sorts of fraudulent, shadowy 

mischief.  

Hamil was subsequently became quite friendly with the infamous Clair 

George, who  

a few years later was became a Deputy Director of the CIA.  



Other friends of Larry's within the Agency were Assistant Deputy Director, 

Allen  

Friers, and Costa Rican Station Chief, Jose P. Fernandez.  

The reason why Hamil was let in so readily to these operations and the 

reason he was  

allowed to commit fraud and to profit by it -- he did serve some useful 

purpose in  

terms of money laundering and his absolute specialty: hiding money and 

secreting  
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money.  

Both were very valuable commodities and valuable skills for the Agency.  

He was looked on very kindly by Bill Casey. He knew Bill Casey. He had 

known  

Bill Casey most of his life. Bill Casey and his wife and Harry and Virginia 

Hamil had  

played bridge for years. They knew each other. And Bill Casey knew what 

Larry was,  

but he also knew that Larry could be helpful in certain ways.  

Therefore, if Larry wanted to make a few million fraudulently in what was 

already  

an illegal operation of the CIA anyway, it didn't make any difference to Bill 

Casey.  

Of course, to say it didn't make any difference to Bill Casey is rather a 

broad  



statement.  

The actual quid pro quo between Hamil and the CIA always seemed to be 

to me (and  

Hamil pretty much said so) that he could pretty well do what he wanted 

providing he  

was helpful to them when asked and providing that his individual frauds did 

not  

expose or embarrass the CIA.  

Of course, eventually by 1985, it was his frauds that did threaten to expose 

the CIA  

and did threaten to embarrass them.  

So consequently Hamil's position changed from being on the inside to 

being  

somewhere between being on the inside and being on the outside.  

In August of 1983, when Operation Eagle was dusted off the shelf, 

reformulated as  

Operation Black Eagle, and put into operation, Hamil was involved almost 

from the  

get-go.  

Hamil immediately set up a series of thirty to forty shell companies, both  

domestically and offshore domiciled, of course, mostly involving oil and 

gas, banking  

transactions, gold bullion, brokering transactions, real estate -- all of the old 

right-wing  

favorites for the generation of illegal, covert revenue streams.  



Hamil's principal artifices were the Gulf Coast Investment Group and 

everything  

around it that had the word "Gulf" in it.  

He had initially wanted to also pick up the old Gulf Realty out of west 

Florida, but  

Neil Bush wanted that for himself.  

So Neil and his partners, Bill Waters and Ken Good, picked that up.  

Hamil always felt kind of nicked on that. That's why Neil, in order to smooth 

the  

waters, let Hamil get into Gulf Realty frauds via an artifice that Hamil had 

created  

called LRH Associates and Gulf Coast Limited Partnerships, which was his 

principal  

real estate fraud artifice.  

And you will see that both Gulf Realty, Neil Bush's Gulf Realty, and Hamil's 

Gulf  

Realty Limited Partners too were involved in that fraudulent Destin Country 

Club  
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development deal.  

Subsequently, we're involved in the fraudulent Boca Chica development 

deal. And  

ultimately we're involved in the largest real estate swindle ever enacted in 

the United  



States, the Topsail Development Limited deal out of Pensacola, Florida, 

which involved  

the swap of that 26,000 acres here in Florida for that land in Belize.  

The business commonality during this period of time between Larry and 

Jeb Bush  

came through Larry's Gulf Coast Investment Group and Larry's partial 

control, along  

with Barry Seal's and Larry Nichol's of Trinity Oil, as we have discussed.  

But, the commonality between Jeb Bush and Larry was in a series of both 

onshore and  

offshore bogus oil and gas lease swindles, Also, there was some 

commonality in some  

of the banking fraud between Jeb and Larry, as you will notice in a careful 

study that  

both Jeb and Larry tended to do business at the same banks and tended to 

know the  

same Directors, all at the same banks, at Iran-Contra friendly banks.  

Larry's connections with George, Jr., have always been considered rather 

nebulous.  

People have never been able to really put it together. It's not as obvious as 

his  

connections are with Jeb and Neil.  

But the real connection is between American Insurance General (AIG) and 

that series  

of frauds instituted by Jack Singlaub in the World Anti-Communist League, 

when he  

had Mitch Mar and Barbara Studley acting as front people for him.  



And that is the real connection with George, Jr, because George, Jr. got a 

piece of that  

through an interest in a Dallas-based oil company that he controlled.  

There is also some commonality between Larry Hamil and George, Jr. vis-

a-vis  

Harken Energy and Zapata and Apache and Tidewater Corporations 

insofar that Larry  

was involved in various stock frauds surrounding those companies, of 

which George,  

Jr. and George, Sr. profited by.  

And, of course, Larry was very close to the partners of the infamous 

Houston Energy  

Partners, and was friendly with Don Regan, James Baker, Lloyd Bennett, 

and John  

Tower. He had known these guys for some years because his father had 

known these  

men.  

Larry was never short of being able to boast about himself.  

Part of his own downfall was his mouth.  

But, he was never short to say how he was a member of the old Texas 

Republican  

drinking club, of which John Tower was the de facto leader.  

But, it is really John Tower that introduced Larry to Walter Mischer and 

Bobby  

Corson.  



So you can imagine that Hamil took those introductions to the biggest 

S&L's in Texas  
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and proceeded to rape and pillage them pretty good in a series of oil and 

gas and gold  

bullion frauds.  

Later, he, Jeb and George, Jr., all participated in (I wouldn't call it a 

swindle, but I  

would call it certainly) a marginal transaction in terms of borrowing money 

from those  

banks to short the stocks of those banks, and then defaulting on the loans.  

Of course, the banks ultimately failed.  

Stocks went off the board almost for pennies.  

And, I wouldn't call that an out-and-out stock swindle, but it was certainly a 

fraud.  

We all benefited quite handsomely from it. Jeb and George, Jr. made a 

fortune from  

it. Neil had a substantial short position in Silverado. And when Silverado 

collapsed,  

Neil made $3 or $4 million out of that, and then of course, never repaid the 

loan.  

He had borrowed the money in Silverado to begin with. They were in 

unique  

positions. They knew that these banks were failing, and were going to fail, 

under the  



weight of unrepaid Iran-Contra/CIA loans.  

The CIA, as was later revealed in The Houston Post, had borrowed from 

and had  

used the three big banks in Texas -- Allied Bancshares, Texas America 

Bank and  

Commerce, and MCorp. The CIA ultimately defaulted on about $350 million 

worth of  

loans in the end.  

Others of Hamil's close friends in the government at that time were National 

Security  

Adviser, Frank Carlucci.  

Hamil used to meet Frank quite often in Florida at the Ocean Club for 

lunch. This is  

at the same time that Frank Carlucci exposed himself by being seated at 

the same table  

with the infamous CIA doper, Jack Devoe. And what a mistake that was. I 

don't know  

how they allowed that to happen. Someone took the photograph.  

Bobby Gates got wrapped up into the same problem with that townhouse, 

exactly the  

same deal when he allowed himself, the then Deputy Director of the CIA, to 

be  

photographed through a security camera in the lobby with the infamous 

Carlos  

Cardoen.  

At the State Department, Hamil's principal friend there was Larry 

Eagleburger. “Fat  



Larry” -- we used to call him.  

Larry Eagleburger had also known Harry Hamil for a number of years. As a 

matter  

of fact, it was Harry Hamil (this is a very little known fact) that got 

Eagleberger his first  

job in the State Department some years ago.  

Of course, Larry EaglebUrger at this time rose to the position of Under 

Secretary of  

State.  

Larry was also very friendly with the Assistant Secretary of State, the 

infamous  
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Richard Armitage. Armitage would consistently act to protect him at the 

State  

Department.  

Although Armitage was Assistant Secretary, he was also Chief of the 

Internal Security  

section of the State Department, which had consistently acted in concert 

with the CIA  

and other parties to authorize narcotics trafficking.  

This has been mentioned in the press, and it’s been written about before, 

i.e.  

Armitage's role in narcotics and his knowledge of it.  

As you know, Carlucci and Armitage are now in business together at the 

Carlisle  



Group.  

It was really because of Hamil's personal friendship with Don Regan that 

he was able  

to commit all that securities fraud through Merrill Lynch.  

Merrill Lynch would lend him real good quality securities (Citicorp bonds, 

things like  

that ) but they were actually financing the inventory of this stuff in his 

corporate  

accounts.  

He wasn't paying for any of this. He was paying for it with bogus cashier's 

checks  

from the British American Insurance Trust Co. of the Bahamas, which was 

an offshore  

bank that he controlled, which was also bogus.  

They would post bogus fidelity and guaranty instruments to Merrill Lynch, 

backed  

up by a standby letter of credit, which was actually a good standby letter of 

credit from  

American Insurance General.  

Of course, it was all a fraud.  

American Insurance General would never pay any claim. That was the 

deal. It was  

just to stand his collateral against a marginable position in Citicorp bonds 

and high  

quality securities that Hamil would then use to rehypothecate at other 

institutions.  



Ultimately, Merrill Lynch had to write off some money because of this. It 

wasn't  

much, $2 or $3 million. But they did ultimately get stuck with it. And, of 

course,  

Hamil's relationship with Merrill Lynch fell apart when Don Regan left as 

Chairman  

and Ray Birk came in.  

Another friend and business partner of Hamil's was the infamous Marvin 

Warner.  

Marvin Warner and Larry Hamil were partners in a lot of bogus real estate 

deals  

being run through ESM. The bridge money for these deals was coming out 

of Marvin's  

bank in Florida, the Great American Bank and Trust, which was 

headquartered in West  

Palm Beach. It ultimately failed as well with losses to the taxpayers of 

about $170  

million.  

But you will see them in partners in a whole variety of deals through ESM.  

As a matter of fact, it is one of the real estate deals financed through ESM 

through  
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Ohio State Savings that gets rehypothecated at the Glen Brook Savings 

and Loan in  

Illinois.  



This was the deal that Henry Hyde became involved in when Henry wanted 

his piece  

of the Iran-Contra pie.  

The interesting connection is that Henry Hyde, subsequent to this, 

introduces Hamil  

to Key Bank of New York.  

Hyde knew everybody at Key Bank because of his friendship with Alphonse  

D'Amato, and Alphonse's brother, Louis, the lawyer, who was the general 

counsel at  

Key Bank.  

Louis, you may remember, subsequently got himself into trouble, and was 

close to  

being charged with murder. He ultimately served eight months in jail.  

Anyway, it was transactions at Oak Brook Savings and Loan in Illinois and 

Key Bank  

in New York, for which Henry Hyde was secretly censured by the House 

later on,  

wherein Henry Hyde admitted he had illegally profited to the tune of about 

$850,000 in  

certain bogus real estate transactions.  

The connection between Hamil and Porter Goss was through Jeb Bush.  

Jeb kept letting Congressman Porter Goss into all of his deals -- the 

crossover  

transactions that he had with his brother, Neil, in those bogus Gulf Realty  

Developments.  



Porter consistently had an interest in all of these deals that collapsed. The 

difference  

was he actually got to sell his interests, before the deal collapsed, of 

course.  

Porter made a lot of money during the Iran-Contra period.  

Henry Hyde and Porter Goss are just two examples.  

We could go on and on and on with Republican Congressmen and 

Senators who  

profited vis-a-vis Iran-Contra fraud.  

It's not limited, by the way, to Republicans. There were some Democrats 

like Senator  

Graham who profited quite handsomely through that Swissco Management 

fraud, the  

tax-free land swap he arranged for himself with Carlos Cardoen and 

Swissco  

Management.  

When the FBI finally raided Swissco offices, the Senator's documents were  

conveniently missing from the evidence they collected.  

Anyway, that's another whole story that will require another ten hours just 

on that  

fraud.  

BY 1985, Hamil was violating the mandate that was given him and, by 

extension,  

given to me as his partner in 1984 from Gen. Secord.  

The mandate was quite clear. Part of it was that Larry was not to commit 

frauds on  
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individuals. That would become messy and hard to cover up, which is 

precisely what  

Hamil did. In his greed, he wanted to squeeze every dollar he could out of 

his  

perceived protection from Washington.  

Hamil then proceeded to commit fraud on unauthorized individuals.  

The original Gulf Coast Investment scheme was supposed to be strictly an 

artifice that  

would legitimize the flow of funds from sympathetic Republicans to "The 

Cause," as  

Oliver North calls it.  

To "The Enterprise," as Richard Secord called it.  

To "The Government Within a Government," as Assistant Secretary of 

State, Elliott  

Abrams would call it.  

That’s what we were doing.  

Of course, being a private individual, you could not donate money to an 

illegal,  

covert operation of state.  

But you could have an intermediary.  

You buy bogus oil and gas interests, which essentially become used as a 

laundering  

device to get the money to Oliver North and other parties.  



The problem with Larry is that we were given lists of selected wealthy 

Republicans  

who wanted to do this. Larry went outside of that list and started to raise 

money from  

unauthorized people. And consequently, this created a problem.  

By late April or early May, it was obvious that something had to be done 

about  

Hamil, and of course something was done.  

On May 5, 1985, Hamil was arrested by the FBI in Miami. He was on his 

boat, The  

Capital Delight, at the Bahia Mar Marina in Ft. Lauderdale.  

Finally the much vaunted FBI agent of Miami office, Field Agent Ross 

Gaffney got his  

man.  

But their incompetence frankly borders on hilarity.  

They went to the wrong boat and arrested the wrong man.  

Hamil was right in the next pier, in the next dock, ten feet from them in his 

bathing  

suit looking at them, waving at them.  

And they didn't realize it. Ross Gaffney didn't have a photograph of Hamil 

and didn't  

know what he looked like.  

Larry's last transactions that I knew about during this timeframe came in 

April of  

1985, when he was at Union Bank in Switzerland, where he did a lot of 

business. He  



was delivering that $432,000 in cash to Banque Z in Curaçao and was 

depositing it into  

one of the accounts of the infamous Intercontinental Industries SA, 

controlled by Oliver  

North and Richard Secord.  
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Before we go further in this, it should be mentioned that not all of Hamil's 

dealings  

were with Republicans.  

How Hamil got involved in Arkansas (this has been another question that 

people  

have always wanted to know) wasn’t just through the Trinity Oil and Gas 

deal.  

It also wasn't simply through fraudulent securities transactions with 

Stephens  

Investment Group.  

And it was not simply through bogus banking transactions at Twin Cities 

Bank of  

North Little Rock, Arkansas.  

In fact, Hamil acted as a Republican bag man in Arkansas. He used to 

transport  

money for the Agency for operations in Mena. He would transport a large 

amount of  

physical cash in a briefcase.  

One of the things that Larry was often used for was a courier of cash.  



That's how Larry becomes so involved and so intimately knowledgeable 

about Buddy  

Young because he meets Buddy Young.  

He and Buddy and Barry got into Trinity Oil. They then, in turn, got Danny 

Lasater,  

and Patsy and Harry Thomasson into transactions.  

Larry set up more bogus corporations in Arkansas, of course, through the 

Rose Law  

Firm -- and Hubbell acts as general counsel.  

As a matter of fact, Hillary, herself, was the counsel on several of these 

bogus  

corporations, including the sinister Trinity Oil and Gas deal.  

Bruce Lindsay, then deputy to Governor Clinton, and Betsey Wright, then 

the  

Governor's personal secretary, knew precisely what Hamil was doing in 

Arkansas.  

They also knew his itinerary -- who he was meeting and the amounts of 

money that  

were involved.  

It was obvious that they were being briefed on Oliver North's Guns For 

Drugs  

operations in Arkansas. And it also became subsequently revealed through 

further  

conversations that Attorney General Winston Bryant was also familiar with 

this.  

As a matter of fact, when Bill Duncan was with the Attorney General's 

office, it was  



Bill who leaked the word out to Col. Tommy Goodwin, the Commander of 

the  

Arkansas State Police.  

Goodwin gets on the phone to Governor Clinton. He’s all pissed off 

because he is not  

being kept informed of all the CIA narcotics and weapons transactions in 

the state.  

Clinton says he's well-advised of it, and that it's an authorized operation of 

the US  

Government.  

And that was a key problem -- that conversation.  

By the way, Goodwin had an internal taping system. He taped all of his 

calls. That  
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tape was one of the three tapes out of the infamous series of forty, during 

the FBI  

sponsored break-in of Goodwin's office.  

It was when Asa Hutchinson, then US Attorney in Little Rock, Republican, 

ordered  

the Arkansas State Police Commander’s office be broken into, and three 

tapes were  

stolen out of the forty tapes that he had regarding this matter.  

One of the tapes taken was that conversation.  

Tommy Goodwin went out and tried to tell people about it.  



And subsequently he suffered a heart attack.  

In September 1985, Hamil's original bill of indictment was about a foot thick 

in terms  

of documentation. He was indicted on a variety of counts -- mail fraud, wire 

fraud  

mostly.  

The indictment was reamended, reamended, and reamended until finally a 

foot thick  

stack of documents, as filed in September 1985, wound up being a one-

inch thick stack  

of documents by 1986.  

Hamil, ultimately, pled guilty. He was sentenced to forty-five years or 

something.  

And then began the great Hamil odyssey of being in and out of jail all the 

time, which  

persists to this day.  

I would estimate that the man has probably spent (I would guess) six of the 

last  

thirteen years actually incarcerated in this continuous in-out, in-out, in-out.  

First he's in jail someplace. Then he's in another jail and another jail. He 

was  

transferred thirty-two times in six months between penal institutions -- 

always under  

assumed names. Or he wasn't there. Or there was no record of it.  

But this continues to this day. For instance, one day Hamil would be in the 

Desoto  



Correctional Facility in Florida, or the Hudson Correctional Facility.  

Two days later, he'd be seen in Zurich, Switzerland. Or he'd be seen in 

New York, or  

Washington in the company of "Department of Defense officials."  

Then a week later he'd be in some other penal institution.  

This yo-yo persists to this day. This is the ultimate conundrum about Hamil. 

I can  

understand why people would want to protect him because of what he 

knows.  

But in that case, it would be more logical, simply to eliminate him. I mean, 

that  

would be the obvious step.  

As discussed before, on December 20, 1985, Oliver North simply wanted to 

liquidate  

him. That would have been the obvious, quick and easy solution.  

There's got to be something that keeps this guy alive, and I frankly don't 

know what  

it is. Maybe it’s because he's created documents. That's a possibility.  

I know North was never able to get the documents he wanted to recover 

from Hamil. 

Page: 
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You have to understand I didn't make records at the time of every nickel-

and-dime  

$10 and $20 million fraud. It just wasn't possible.  



In my personal logs at the time -- based on my own business affairs and 

my  

interaction with others, particularly selling these fraudulent products, I used 

the cut-off  

line of $100 million in the real estate fraud category.  

Another larger frauds I think is worth mentioning is the Phoenix 

Development Fraud,  

which involved a combination of busted out HUD property and busted out 

Lincoln  

Savings and Loan property.  

It got lapped up into a limited partnership and resyndicated by the general 

partners,  

including Gen. Secord, Gen. Singlaub, Col. Gadd, Col. Dutton, Jeb Bush, 

Neil Bush,  

Walter Bush, the then-Vice President's nephew, Prescott Bush, the then-

Vice President's  

older brother, and Prescott's son.  

Prescott himself became one of the problems in this fraud later on.  

But it involved busted out HUD property bought surreptitiously through 

loans at  

Lincoln Savings and Loan for anywhere between ten and twenty cents on 

the dollar.  

These were very expensive residential developments in Phoenix, wherein 

Lincoln  

Savings and Loan had a collateral guarantee against the original loans 

used in the HUD  

property.  



It also provided bridge financing to build the developments. Lincoln Savings 

and  

Loan finally sells out to this partnership at about seventeen cents on the 

dollar and  

simply writes the rest off.  

What was not commonly known is that Lincoln Savings and Loan through 

another  

loan to Stanford Technologies Overseas, Ltd. actually provided the capital 

to purchase  

the property from Lincoln Savings and Loan at an eighty-three cents on the 

dollar loss.  

Ultimately, the loan itself by Stanford Technologies, a $17 million bridge 

loan, was  

also defaulted on.  

Stanford Technologies' two principals were Oliver North and Richard 

Secord --  

Secord, being the primary principal. Ollie was just a director of Stanford 

Technologies  

Overseas, Ltd., but this is one of the few links.  

To link Ollie North into fraud, to get him away from the narcotics and the 

weapons  

and to link him into fraud -- the best way is to link him through Stanford 

Technologies  

Overseas, Ltd., or Intercontinental Industries, S.A. of San Jose, Costa Rica, 

in which he  

was the principal and Richard Secord was the director.  



These two are the most common ones. Lots of times, Intercontinental 

would front as  

a money-laundering organization for disguised loans from other Iran-Contra  

sympathetic banks in the Caribbean.  
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A good example of which would include the Banco de Popular, more 

specifically the  

Santa Domingo branch.  

But Intercontinental Industries would launder proceeds from what were 

essentially  

illicit loans back to Stanford Technologies, who would in turn direct these 

proceeds by  

purchasing interest in fraudulent real estate limited partnerships, to wit the 

Phoenix  

Group Development.  

Another example would be a large fraud like The Boulder Property, Ltd. 

series of  

limited partnerships, in which Neil Bush, Bill Walters and Ken Good were all 

general  

partners in the deal.  

The only difference in that deal was that the principal financing came from 

Silverado.  

The underlying property bought very cheaply had originally been HUD 

property  

bought by MDC Holdings Corp. of Denver.  



This gets into the Denver cast of characters -- Phil Winn, Steve Mizel, and 

Leonard  

Millman.  

Millman is the principal of MDC Holding Group.  

There is a tremendous interlinkage in this MDC Holding Group fraud 

through MDC's  

subsidiary, M&L Industries, Inc., which in recent years has been indicted 

several times.  

Its principal, Robert Joseph, is currently in the Colorado State Penitentiary 

as a matter  

of fact. He was offered a deal -- if he would admit what Millman, Mizel and 

Winn's  

involvement was and how they profited by it. But he refused to talk and 

received about  

a seventeen year sentence.  

It's quite humorous, that in the Phoenix Development Fraud, one of the 

consequences  

was that Gen. Secord, Gen. Singlaub, and George Bush all wind up owning 

homes  

together on the same cul-de-sac in Phoenix near the country club -- for 

which they paid  

nothing.  

These homes are appraised between $400,000 and $800,000.  

And it cost them absolutely nothing.  

Further up the street, Col. Jack Terrell has a home and this fraud is really 

blatant. But  



people have tried to look at it in the past, and they’ve been hit with a 

blizzard of  

paperwork.  

If you weren't there from the beginning and weren't involved from the 

beginning as I  

was, it's tough to connect all the dots because there's so many of them.  

But George Bush, Sr. would invariably be given a piece of everything, of 

every fraud  

that was done, because he was at the very top of the pyramid, and much of 

this fraud  

could not have been committed without either his protection or his 

influence.  

So he winds up with this house on a certain cul-de-sac in the Riverdale 

development  
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of this Phoenix project.  

Although naturally it's not held in his own name, it's held by an entity known 

as PHB  

Trust, Ltd.  

The PHB stands for Prescott Herbert Bush, Sr. who is George Bush, Sr.'s 

father.  

The way these real estate frauds work was all inside a neat circle.  

For instance, the limited partnerships themselves were marketed by J. 

Walter Bush  



Securities in Phoenix, which had a rent-free office in the Lincoln Savings 

and Loan  

complex.  

J. Walter Bush is George Bush's nephew.  

In turn, another entity that would raise money for these deals was Prescott 

Herbert  

Bush, Jr. Investment Banking Firm of New York.  

The frauds were all kept in a very small circle -- MDC Corporation in 

Denver, which  

is a publicly listed company and still trades on the American Stock 

Exchange .  

Through their National Brokerage Group subsidiary, they would then raise 

money  

for the same deals.  

Then National Brokerage Group winds up buying an interest in another firm 

(at one  

time the largest penny stock firm in the United States) Meyer Blinder, which 

later  

became Blinder Robinson before it was closed down.  

In turn, MDC owned pieces of penny stock houses throughout Denver -- 

Balfour  

McClain, Atlantis Securities, Singer Island Securities. The list goes on and 

on, and you  

will see that most of these corporations in turn had offices in Florida, 

Nevada, and  

Texas -- states where security regulations were rather lax.  



Also these were states where there was a lot of Iran-Contra control 

features because  

you had state governments that were very loyal to George Bush.  

Consequently the ability to control liability within the various state securities 

or state  

bank examiner's offices was really remarkable.  

The reason these frauds were able to operate for so long -- in some cases, 

some are  

still extant and operating fifteen years later -- and rather discreetly is 

because no  

individual investors’ money was ever used.  

There wasn't a series of warm bodies that bought one hundred thousand 

dollars  

worth of these partnerships that got burnt.  

The people who ultimately got burned were banks and securities firms, 

and, of  

course, by extension, the American taxpayer who had to bail them out.  

Another individual who was involved that you don't often connect with Iran-

Contra  

fraud was Malcolm Forbes and his son, Steve Forbes.  

I have extensive information on one of the direct frauds they actually 

postulated -- the  
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Forbes River Development deal in the Ozarks, financed by Twin Cities 

Bank of North  



Little Rock, Arkansas.  

Again, Twin Cities comes to the fore.  

Bridge loans were provided by another renowned Iran-Contra friendly bank, 

Beach  

Federal of Kingsville, Texas.  

That was an out and out fraud, and that deal did get busted out. 

Unfortunately,  

Forbes had to come up with money out of his own pocket to hush 

everything up. He  

wasn't very good at it. He was the only guy I ever knew that went into fraud 

to make  

money, and it wound up costing him more money in the end.  

But I have all the original information on that deal. It was very slick and 

glossy. It  

was well done, and it would have been a good fraud had Forbes actually 

known how  

to turn it into a fraud.  

But that’s what you get when you have that idiot, Jonathan Flake, in 

charge.  

Flake is the former president of Twin Cities Bank of North Little Rock who 

was  

subsequently indicted recently named in civil actions filed against the bank 

by  

Congressman Alexander.  

Alexander got whacked out of $3 million from that Boulder Property Limited 

series  



of partnerships which Twin Cities Bank of North Little Rock cosyndicated 

and acted as  

a sales manager in Arkansas.  

These were the Boulder Property, Ltd. Partnership Series Six and Seven 

which got  

used for a very sinister purpose.  

The purpose was to specifically defraud certain targeted individuals. and 

those  

individuals were hostile congressional Democrats. This has been 

mentioned before.  

They were offered lucrative deals, no cash down, all recourse notes that 

had  

tremendous tax leverage and so forth, that these guys literally couldn't 

resist.  

The people who got hurt in these deals were Steve Solarz of New York, 

Congressman  

Dellums of California, Senator Boren of Oklahoma, Congressman 

Alexander of  

Arkansas, Congressman Hughes of Ohio -- and on and on and on.  

Look who got hurt. They were all leading congressional Democrats who 

were  

banging the drum about Iran-Contra.  

This was a way to control them.  

And, boy, did it ever control them because it bankrupted every one of them. 

All of  

these congressmen got suckered in.  



It was the classic bait and switch. They were all offered small investments 

which they  

made out of their own pocket -- usually $20,000 to $30,000 in various real 

estate  

developments.  
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They were bogus pyramid schemes, but designed so that these guys would 

get their  

money back and show a huge profit.  

Then they wuld be very susceptible to signing up into a much more major 

fraud later  

on. That’s the routine that was used.  

In Alexander's case, he was offered a partnership interest in Marine 

Research and  

Development Corporation in Boca Chica, Florida, which was a division of 

the Boca  

Chica Development Corporation, Ltd. whose principal was Jeb Bush.  

Another point that can be made through close scrutiny of Iran-Contra fraud 

is to link  

seemingly minor players into major players.  

For instance, if you wanted to link George Bush, Sr. directly into Iran-

Contra fraud (I  

mean, his name on a piece of paper), then the corporation at the top you're 

going to be  

looking at is, of course, Lone Star Corporation.  



That’s Lone Star Development, Lone Star Cement, Lone Star Trucking. It’s 

a publicly  

listed firm, in which Bush was a substantial shareholder, as well as a 

director at one  

time.  

Lone Star has been mentioned many times vis-a-vis Iran-Contra fraud, the  

transportation of narcotics and weapons, Lone Star Cement's involvement, 

and other  

real estate frauds, etc.  

The one deal that links him directly is to start with M&L Industries in Denver 

and go  

through Brodix Manufacturing in Mena, Arkansas.  

You may remember Brodix Manufacturing as one of the deals set up by the 

infamous  

Mena player Freddie Lee Hampton and Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth Ward.  

Brodix received letters of credit from Madison Guaranty, which in turn were  

hypothecated to Lone Star for a bogus real estate development outside 

Paris, Texas,  

which in turn is rehypothecated to the Victoria National Bank in Texas and 

so on.  

If you put it all in front of you, you can see how George Bush directly 

profited from  

this fraud. It gives you tremendous ideas about where to go vis-a-vis 

George Bush,  

Sr.'s connection with Lone Star.  



Lone Star is also the starting point to connect George Bush, Sr. into 

fraudulent  

transactions with E-Systems Corporation of Dallas, Texas.  

Another fraud (not specifically real estate, although it was partially a real 

estate  

fraud) was the medical equipment fraud that links George Bush, Jr. directly 

into illegal  

Iran-Contra profiteering -- the International Medical Corporation (IMC) deal 

in Miami,  

It was the infamous Miguel Recarey who was the head of IMC. Jeb Bush 

was a  

director of the corporation and a major investor in it through the $4 million 

he  

borrowed -- and later defaulted on -- from Broward Savings and Loan.  
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Jeb was pretty crafty though in trying to cover his ass in that fraud by 

forming that  

shell corporation in the Bahamas and having Col. Duke Rome and Col. 

Lanny Thorme  

head that shell corporation, International Medical Overseas, Ltd.  

That's how Jeb siphoned money out of IMC and consequently out of Health 

and  

Human Services. You see IMC got most of its money from HHC in 

fraudulent billing  

through all of its clinics in Little Havana and so on.  



When that deal fell apart, Thorme got nailed, but Thorme would never talk. 

He was  

one of those guys who was going to swing in the wind.  

Jeb Bush's two bagmen and gofers, Manny Diaz and Manny Perez, were 

prepared to  

talk about the deal and, in fact, they had made arrangements to talk to Jeff 

Goldstein of  

the Kerry Commission.  

Unfortunately, Manny Diaz died in an unusual car accident before he could 

be  

deposed.  

Perez also unfortunately died in his swimming pool before he could be 

deposed.  

You may just remember the names Diaz and Perez. Sydney Freedberg did 

quite a bit  

on them at the Wall Street Journal.  

They were Jeb's bagmen vis-a-vis Jeb's dealings with Eagle National Bank 

in Miami.  

People in the media often ask me to give them examples of frauds that 

began in Iran-  

Contra and continue to this day, albeit under different names.  

It’s essentially the same fraud and the same cast of characters.  

The examples I always give (about which I have substantive information, 

since I was  

involved in all three of the original frauds and also involved in marketing 

some of the  



partnerships for the secondary fraud) are the Ocean Reef Development 

Group, Ltd., the  

Omni Development Group, Ltd., and the Tri-Lateral Investment Group, Ltd.  

Who were the common players who are links between all three deals 

during Iran-  

Contra?  

They are Frank Carlucci and Richard Armitage.  

When Frank Carlucci and Richard Armitage left government service 

immediately  

after Iran-Contra (they literally had to leave in order to avoid being 

subpoenaed as part  

of the overall coverup), they become principals with Pete Peterson, the 

infamous  

Republican player and GOPAC money launderer, in the Blackstone 

Investment Group,  

which is a big organization.  

Then they simply continued the same real estate development frauds which 

were  

begun under Iran-Contra.  

This time all the original deals went bankrupt. A certain set of banks got 

burned. The  

property reverted to them, and then they refinanced the property again 

through  
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Blackstone.  



Subsequently they entered into an arrangement with another similar 

sounding  

company (there's always been some confusion) the Capstone 

Development Group,  

which was also a post-Iran-Contra creature.  

They are two separate organizations.  

Some people will try to claim that Capstone was simply a subsidiary of 

Blackstone.  

It is not. It is a separate company.  

Look at the directors. They are none other than Larry Eagleburger and 

Bernie  

Aronson, former co-workers of Frank Carlucci and Assistant Secretary of 

State, Richard  

Armitage.  

However, the real estate frauds continued essentially until the early 1990s. 

It's  

interesting to note how former government officials who were in the 

Reagan-Bush  

Administration during Iran-Contra profit by subsequent frauds, post-Iran-

Contra  

frauds if you will.  

For instance, in 1994-95, there was the great Mexican Diversion Fraud, 

when  

Blackstone immediately opened an office in Mexico City to take advantage 

of American  

taxpayers' money being lent to Mexico vis-a-vis the OCED and OPEC and 

other United  



States lending and/or guaranteeing agencies.  

The opportunity to commit fraud against the United States Treasury during 

that  

Mexican bailout was just like a walk in the park.  

You buy a busted out Mexican company for pennies on the dollar, pump it 

up, make  

it look nice, make sure you've got your hands out for a twenty or thirty 

million dollar  

loan from somebody else, like the IMF, or a direct United States lending 

agency, and  

you would be given Brady Bonds which could then be rehypothecated.  

And it was such a scam.  

Dinerstein alone documented $320 million of fraud committed by former 

officials of  

the Reagan-Bush Administration during the "Great Mexican Turkey Shoot" 

as it became  

known.  

And then what happened?  

The Russian bailout.  

Blackstone suddenly opens an office in Moscow and promptly proceeds to 

do the  

same thing again. This time they were raping and pillaging the American 

taxpayer  

with the same corporate schemes to get money out of U.S. agencies and/or 

collateral  

guaranty or fidelity instruments that could be rehypothecated.  



It’s exactly the same scheme.  

It was another $38 million of fraud according to our estimates at the time.  
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To follow fraud from the Iran-Contra period and to continue to do it to this 

day -- just  

look at where the Blackstone Investment Group is opening up offices in the 

world.  

You can usually tell what’s going to be the next place where there's going 

to be a  

fraud.  

There’s something that I haven’t revealed until this time, and that’s the fact 

that I had  

the opportunity to become involved in a Mexican diversion scheme with 

some of my  

former chums and other government hangers-on.  

I probably could have made several hundred thousand dollars or more.  

Unfortunately, the position I was offered was the position of front man -- 

meaning  

my name and my signatures would be on everything.  

Of course, people like me learn that being a front man means very simply 

that you  

make the least money.  

And you're also the most expendable later on when something goes wrong 

and  



everyone else is looking to cover their ass.  

I therefore declined the offer to become involved. 
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Security” in Iran-Contra sensitive fraud cases to keep out the media.  

Frankly, the practice was politically untenable after 1988.  

In the Nevada properties, there had to be at least the semblance of reality, 

particularly  

in the mining deals. All of the mining deals I marketed in Nevada, including 

the  

Helena Mining deal and the Cosmos Development deal -- it was similar to 

the oil and  

gas frauds.  

In other words, the oil and gas frauds were based on old beat-out limestone 

pumpers  

that pumped one barrel a day perhaps and had been pumping a barrel a 

day for fifty  

years.  

Give them a shot of acid every ninety days, and they'll pump fifty gallons of 

water  

and one gallon of oil a day.  

But you just do manipulation of the logs and meters.  

You make that one barrel a day appear like three hundred.  

The mining deals were mostly the same way. In Nevada, all of the mining 

deals that  



I marketed -- the gold, silver, platinum mining deals -- were all what’s 

known as open  

pit leach mines. And they did, in fact, produce precious metals, but 

nowhere near the  

production we were actually claiming in these deals.  

Let's put it that way. People familiar with mining would know that in leach 

mining  

you have to move an incredible quantity of earth. You have to build these 

enormous  

pools, which almost look like swimming pools. Then there’s the acid and 

solution and  

electrolytic zinc rods which attract the metals from the sands.  

But frankly, to make a leach mine profitable, it has to be an incredibly large  

operation. Anybody with any brains who visited these sites would have 

known that  

there wasn't anywhere near the amount of metals coming out of these 

mines that what  

we claimed.  

Thanks to our Nevada friends in the Bureau of Natural Resources in 

Nevada, which  

was very solidly Republican controlled, we could easily manipulate it to 

make it  

appear that much more was coming out of these mines than there actually 

was.  

The final Iran-Contra note I wanted to make about Nevada was the 

egregious swindle  



that George Bush Sr. himself instituted in concert with Frankie Sue 

DelPapa on that  

Cosmos Development deal.  

The scenario in question later became known as the Peruvian Gold 

Certificate  

Swindle, where DelPapa actually substituted corporate records.  

Bush had formed a corporation with a very similar sounding name. This 

was so  

commonly done -- mimic corporations with similar sounding names.  

You simply substitute the records and it was an out-and-out swindle of the 

Durham  
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family. This is the scenario that the famous California conspiracy theorist, 

E.E Eckert,  

got involved in.  

Of course, he pounded away on this conspiracy for years in that little rag 

sheet he  

printed, The Contact.  

And he actually presented a pretty good case of it. We're talking about a 

man and his  

staff of about three guys who spent years investigating this fraud. And they 

did have it  

put together awfully well.  

But it was such an egregious fraud, an out-and-out theft by George Bush.  



What Eckert did was to connect this fraud to ever larger frauds. He 

connected this  

gold certificate fraud into big money, tens and hundreds of millions of 

dollars in bank  

loans at Banque Paribas, Credit Lyonnais, Union Bank of Switzerland.  

This is also part of the National Bank of Greece swindle that was instituted 

by Prime  

Minister Papandreou and George Bush together.  

As a matter of fact, Bush's attorney, C. Boynton Grey, flew to Athens.  

You would see his travel records to the same places all the time -- to Paris, 

Zurich and  

Athens.  

Eckert did a good job of pointing out who he met with -- the President of the 

National  

Bank of Greece, for instance.  

This wound up being an enormous swindle in the end and this is what is 

called the  

Grade One Swindles in Iran-Contra. These are the swindles that nobody is 

ever going  

to want to look at because it gets far too close to the way everything works 

and what it's  

really all about.  

Eckert for a long time tried to get the major media interested in it.  

And they would bite. ABC bit a couple of times on it. As long as the fraud 

could be  



contained, to say, “Well, it's just a small $75 million fraud, and Bush was 

connected to  

it.”  

But the minute Eckert was able to show that this was up in the clouds . This 

is one of  

the frauds in the clouds that makes the world go around, that ultimately 

were to  

involve Daiwa Bank and Sumitomo Bank.  

It's an interesting example.  

They had hired me at one time as a consultant to provide some further 

information  

for them, which I did.  

They needed some connecting pieces of the puzzle.  

But this is a very interesting fraud that an entire book could be written 

about. It’s a  

fraud that starts out with a $50,000 investment by George Bush. Ultimately 

it grows  

into a $2 or $3 billion international bank fraud.  
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How? By simply rehypothecating loans and/or borrowing ever greater 

amounts of  

money, using proceeds to pay back the old loans, or in some cases to 

partially pay them  

back, which was more common.  



Then the corporate entity would go bankrupt. Credit Lyonnais was one of 

the very  

few banks to ever admit that it lost money, that it had in fact lost about $68 

million on  

this fraud.  

Of course, they would have no comment when they were asked about 

George Bush's  

involvement with this fraud.  

But Eckert knew and the Financial Times London knew that Bush's 

signature was on  

loan papers at Credit Lyonnais.  

You may remember this famous scenario. FT London revealed that Credit 

Lyonnais  

had a fire in their reserve document storage facility in Paris and (wouldn't 

you know  

it?) there were three or four file cabinets that got burned up, including all of 

the Bush  

documents.  

I had wanted to discuss Colorado to some degree because it tends to be  

misunderstood in terms of Iran-Contra fraud. When a student of Iran-Contra 

hears  

Colorado, they instantly think of HUD because Colorado was the center for 

HUD fraud  

in the west.  

That's how Colorado tends to be looked at, but what is always less looked 

at is the  



huge amount of securities fraud that was run out of Denver.  

Denver, after all, was really the chief place for Iran-Contra-instigated 

securities fraud  

because so many penny brokerage firms were located in Denver. They had 

by 1985  

much common ownership through the National Brokerage Group, which at 

that time  

was run by the infamous Dick Brenneke.  

National Brokerage Group had equity interests in Blinder Robinson, for 

instance,  

which was the largest penny house in the country. But they also controlled 

many  

smaller firms -- Butcher & Singer, Trotter & Company, Marco Island 

Securities, Atlantis  

Securities. We could go on and on.  

You would see that it was these small broker/dealers -- the same fourteen  

broker/dealers -- that appeared on the pink sheets for all of the public 

penny deals that  

I marketed.  

Their officers, principals, directors, trustees and boards of advisors 

consisted of  

individuals such as Oliver North, Richard Secord, Jeb, Neil or George Bush 

Jr. Or  

people like Colonel Robert Steele, Colonel James LeBlonde, Colonel 

Dutton, famous  

Iran-Contra names in the securities part of Iran-Contra fraud where many 

names can be  



pieced together with the actual commission of fraud.  
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If we group Iran-Contra fraud into the subtexts of real estate, banking, 

insurance,  

securities, mining, aircraft brokerage fraud, charitable foundation fraud, and 

so forth,  

we find that securities fraud has been the least investigated to this day.  

Documents are significantly harder to get out of the SEC than many other 

federal  

agencies because, for such a long time into the post-Iran-Contra coverup, 

the  

Republican party had such control at the SEC that they were able to deny 

access to  

documents for a very long time.  

Documents to which they could not deny access could very quickly wind up 

in a  

court case in which a Republican-sympathetic judge would place them 

under seal.  

Therefore, documents were either unavailable or under seal.  

The media will quickly lose interest because of the time, effort and 

resources that had  

to be devoted in any thorough investigation of Iran-Contra securities fraud.  

This is an area that I thought should be further explored.  

Who is going to explore it? I don't know because it would be cumbersome, 

tedious  



and difficult, although the documents vis-a-vis Iran-Contra securities fraud, 

are usually  

more easy to obtain because criminal cases and civil cases involving the 

SEC regarding  

these brokerage firms and the penny deals they proffered are more readily 

available  

today than they were before.  

I'll preface this by saying that many had thought that the securities fraud 

aspect of  

overall Iran-Contra fraud was rather minor.  

It wasn't as minor as people thought. As serious students of Iran-Contra 

know, the  

SEC did a very comprehensive review in 1992, in the waning days of the 

Bush  

Administration to try to quantify Iran-Contra securities fraud.  

After going through all of its field office and regional office records, the SEC 

was  

surprised to learn that their own estimate was that public shareholder 

losses (the  

ultimate bagholders, the public) amounted to some $3 billion through Iran-

Contra  

fraudulent penny stock deals.  

I don't mean to imply that any of these were legitimate because they 

weren't.  

However, to get back to Colorado, we see the chain of holding of these 

various security  

groups.  



National Brokerage was, of course, a division of MDC Holding Group.  

MDC was controlled by none other than the famed Republican player in 

Denver,  

Leonard Millman and his associate, Steve Mizel and former ambassador to  

Switzerland, Phillip Winn.  

Their corporate counsel, by the way, was Norman Brownstein.  

Brownstein had been a former CIA counsel. And although Brownstein did 

mostly  
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criminal work, he was corporate counsel in Denver in the securities and 

real estate  

deals. They all have Iran-Contra connections.  

Students of Iran-Contra would remember how Brownstein became involved 

in  

representing people in many Iran-Contra/CIA sensitive narcotics cases.  

You can point some of these Colorado deals to the naysayers.  

It is good ammunition to counter the Iran-Contra naysayers.  

Some would like to say Iran-Contra is long over. There are no entrails. 

There are no  

further connections.  

Read my lips.  

Iran-Contra is not over. It's as alive as it ever was.  

The same people, the same banks, the same firms. It's as much alive as 

ever.  



And you can demonstrate this by looking at the people that were involved 

in deals in  

the 1983-86 timeframe.  

Look at the same people today. They continue to be in the news.  

In Colorado this is very true. There’s the U.S. Attorney's office in Denver, 

the Norton  

and Griffin affair vis-a-vis Federal District Judge Zita Weinshank, their 

active covering  

up of certain HUD cases, and the involuntary scapegoats, such as Don 

Austin.  

The relationships are still cozy to this day. When Norton is forced out of the 

U.S.  

Attorney's office and ultimately the U.S. Attorney is forced out, a 

Democratic  

appointee, Henry Solano, comes in.  

Although he’s a Democrat, Solano then starts to do the same political 

control feature  

that had been done before.  

Solano owes his political patronage to Congressman Henry Gonzalez.  

He's the one that originally got him the appointment, under the 

understanding (and I  

got this directly from Gonzalez's investigator, Dennis Caine) that Solano 

was going to  

be more forthcoming with documents that Gonzalez wanted -- Iran-Contra-

sensitive  

banking and security fraud documents that Gonzalez's committee was 

interested in.  



Then Solano completely pulled the rug out from under Gonzalez.  

There really isn't anything that Gonzalez could say or do because it was 

sort of a,  

shall we say, off-the-cuff type of deal to begin with.  

I can tell you Gonzalez was really pissed off about what Solano did to him.  

HUD Secretary Federico Pena did exactly the same thing.  

Pena really got his position because of Gonzalez. And this is the little 

Mexican  

Democratic cabal that these guys are now.  

Pena wouldn't give him any HUD documents.  

But to get back to Norton -- Norton acts as a control feature within the U.S. 

Attorney's  
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office in Denver pursuant to HUD prosecutions.  

This is all under the guise of Iran-Contra coverup. And then his wife Gail 

Norton  

becomes Attorney General of the State of Colorado and acts in exactly the 

same  

capacity for cases that are getting kicked out from the federal jurisdiction to 

the state  

jurisdiction.  

Recently Gail Norton resigned under pressure from her position as Attorney 

General  



of the State of Colorado and became a senior partner in Norman 

Brownstein's law firm  

with the infamous Phillip Bronner, another former CIA counsel.  

We could go on with the story. It just shows you how cozy the relationships 

continue  

to this day, and that Iran-Contra activity is still both extant and the ensuing 

coverup is  

still extant.  

One of the last frauds I wanted to mention -- speaking of Dick Brenneke -- 

are  

crossover frauds.  

That is where Iran-Contra Frauds cross over into Iraqgate Frauds and/or 

weapons  

schemes and/or narcotics.  

Brenneke started the infamous Wa-Chang Trading Group of Albany, 

Oregon, which  

is well known to any Iran-Contra and Iraqgate students.  

It later became known as the Zirconium Diversion Deal, wherein the 

principle was to  

help Iraq surreptitiously build up its nuclear weapons program.  

We have to examine who is on the Board of Directors and Advisors of that 

deal. That  

will give you an enormous clue of just who in the United States 

Government wanted to  

see Iraq helped in building its nuclear weapons program in 1986-1987.  

25. More Chinese-Military Connections  



The concept of the Chinese Government contributing large amounts of 

political  

monies to both parties in this country is nothing new.  

When we say “Chinese Government,” of course, we are referring to the 

PRC or  

People's Republic of China.  

I was involved in a very similar scheme in 1985 to launder money for the 

Republican  
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National Committee. That became known as the CARICOM deal, and very 

little was  

said about it at the time. It's strange. One reason why there wasn't a lot of 

interest in  

the media at the time is because it was regarded in 1985 as being old 

news.  

But these connections had actually existed since the mid-1970s and the 

entire notion  

of illicit Chinese money going into U.S. political coffers was, in fact, nothing 

new.  

The scheme really had never changed, and the reasons behind it have 

never changed.  

The Chinese are giving this money for two reasons: 1) to buy political 

access, and  

more importantly, 2) to buy weapons and technology access.  

What is happening today and what has happened in recent months is 

absolutely no  



different than what has happened in the past.  

I would like to take this time to explain some of the people who are 

involved.  

We have heard on the major media, principally the Fox Network, which is 

on the  

cutting edge of these Chinese revelations, all kinds of names being thrown 

out to the  

American people -- General Ho, Colonel Liu. But they're just names.  

There was never any effort to tell the people who these individuals are. And 

I  

thought I would take this time to explain it.  

Gen. Ho is Lt. Gen. Ho, Chief of the North American Desk of the Chinese 

Ministry of  

State Security, Foreign External Operations Branch.  

His equivalent, for instance, in the KGB would have been Lt. Gen. 

Alexander Karpov,  

Chief of the North American Desk of the KGB.  

His American equivalent would be the operational chief of any large country 

desk or  

continent desk. It is no small position, certainly.  

We have also heard much about his daughter, who was consistently 

referred to as  

Miss Ho. Her actual name is actually Yu-Fen Ho, meaning "beautiful 

flower." She has  

been intimately connected with passing money to Al Gore. She is married 

to Col. Liu.  



His full name is Col. Lang Liu.  

Of course, what I don't like about the way these revelations come out is 

that there's no  

context for who these people are.  

Col. Liu is married to Gen. Ho's daughter.  

Col. Liu is also Gen. Ho's adjutant at the Ministry of State Security.  

Col. Liu's immediate subordinate is Lt. Col. Lan Chin. Chin's immediate 

subordinate  

(he travels with him in the United States) is Major Wei Pong.  

Lan Chin (more commonly referred to in the United States by those who 

know him,  

including myself, as Lanny Chin) operates under the cover of being a 

Chinese arms  

dealer, when in fact he is an officer of the Ministry of State Security.  

This is known by the CIA and it has been admitted by the CIA -- they know 

he is an 

AS Evidenced by Plaintiff’s Dead Witness NSA-CIA Shadow 

Government Player Gene Chip Tatum 

As evidenced by recording in Plaintiff’s youtube channel: 

One of Stew Webb’s many witnesses NSA-CIA Gene “Chip” Tatum 
Murdered October 2000 

Speaks from the Grave about Leonard Millman Council of 13 member 
Illuminati Banker, Stew Webb’s ex in law 

Narcotics Money Laundering, 79,000 Stolen HUD Reposed Houses, 
Neutralization of Whistleblowers and more. 

http://youtu.be/Bs2byHPFkhM  

http://youtu.be/Bs2byHPFkhM


As Evidenced by AMB Leo Wanta Plaintiff Witness: 

AMB Leo Wanta  
Breaking News October 27, 2012 
http://www.stewwebb.com  
 
Subject: U.S. Supreme Court_JUDICIAL QUESTION and ERRORS, inter 
alia 
To: "POTUS_President Barack Obama" <scheduling@who.eop.gov>, 
"OVP_Vice President Joe 
Biden" <scheduling@ovp.eop.gov>, "Chief Justice_John G Roberts" 
<jroberts@supremecourt.gov> 
Cc: "Governor Scott Walker" <govgeneral@wisconsin.gov>, "WI_Governor 
Scott Walker" 
<Governor@wisconsin.gov>, "Lt Gov Rebecca Kleefisch" 
<jeannet@rebeccaforreal.com>, 
"Former Governor Tommy G. Thompson" <info@tommyforwisconsin.com>, 
"President Albert 
Gore" < > 
Date: Friday, October 19, 2012, 7:44 PM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No. 02 - 1263 [ ENCLOSURES ATTACHED FOR PRESIDENTIAL 
ENQUIRY AND CORRECTIVE 
JUDICIAL ACTION AND FULL FEDERAL INVESTIGATION .... and 
REDRESS ] 
 
Apr 16 2003 Conference of May 2, 2003 
May 5 2003 Petition DENIED  
........................................................................................................................
.. 
November 9, 2005 Ronald Reagan Library Documentation 
Released FO6-007 
 

http://www.stewwebb.com/
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=scheduling%40who.eop.gov
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=scheduling%40ovp.eop.gov
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=jroberts%40supremecourt.gov
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=govgeneral%40wisconsin.gov
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=Governor%40wisconsin.gov
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=jeannet%40rebeccaforreal.com
https://mail.spacestar.net/webmail/src/compose.php?send_to=info%40tommyforwisconsin.com


F05-139/01 1 MEMO ROBERTS TO FIELDING RE LEO 
WANTA 5/301984 
2 NOTE TO ROBERTS RE LEO WANTA 
5/29/1984 
3 MEMO ROBERTS TO HAUSER .... 
5/31/1984 
 
5/29/84 WHITE HOUSE TO JOHN G. ROBERTS - DEPUTY 
COUNSEL, PERSONNEL RECORDKEEPING ] - 
REPORTING TO WHITE HOUSE CHIEF COUNSEL, FRED 
FIELDING, AS TO : 
 
SECRET AGENT LEO WANTA,  
REPORTING DIRECTLY TO U.S. PRESIDENT RONALD WILSON 
REAGAN  
 
PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY  
TOTTEN DOCTRINE  
ROGERS - HOUSTON MEMORANDUM  
OPERATION STILLPOINT / USSR DESTABILIZATION  
EXECUTIVE ORDER : E.O. 12333  
 
8/06/12 RE : - WANTA APPOINTMENT FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL - 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE,JUNE 9, 1981 RE : - INSPECTOR GENERAL - U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,  
JULY 8, 1981 RE : - INSPECTOR GENERAL - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE,MARCH 22, 
1984 RE : - INSPECTOR GENERAL - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE,MARCH 20, 1984 RE : - 
INSPECTOR GENERAL - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,APRIL 9, 
1984 RE:: - INSPECTOR 
GENERAL - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,FG 013 .. 
CORRESPONDENCE TO FORMER DEPUTY WHITE 
HOUSE COUNSEL, JOHN G ROBERTS - RE : - LEO WANTA, WHO 
WORKED WITH WHITE HOUSE 
COUNSEL, FRED FIELDING, ROBERTS, ET AL ....  
OFFICIAL UNITED STATES GOVRNMENT RESTRICTIONS AS TO 
SECRET AGENT LEO WANTA 
PRESIDENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES, SHOWN HERE AND ABOVE,  



COPY OF : DULY FILED PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI, 
HELD IN JUDICIAL 
ABEYANCE WITHIN THE U.S. SUPREME COURT FILING SYSTEM, TO 
ALLOW THE LAWLESS 
CONVERSION OF USDollars 4.5 TRILLION - PLUS INTEREST 
ACCRUALS OF REPATRIATION / 
PERSONAL MONETARY FUNDS OF AMBASSADOR LEO E WANTA, 
LAWFULLY EARNED BY SOLE 
PLAINTIFF :  
U.S. PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY : TOTTEN DOCTRINE  
92 U.S. 105, 107 (1875)  
 
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12333 -- UNITED STATES intelligence activities of 
Dec. 4, 1981  
 
CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G ROBERTS WAS, AND REMAINS A MATERIAL 
WITNESS ON BEHALF OF U.S. 
SECRET AGENT LEO / LEE EMIL WANTA PRESIDENTIAL 
GLOBAL/MISSION OBJECTIVES; CLEARLY 
REPORTED AND DOCUMENTED TO THE OBAMA - BIDEN 
ADMINISTRATION, ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS.  
ADDITIONAL JUDICIAL QUESTION : -DID CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS 
ACKNOWLEDGE HIS WORKING 
AND PRESIDENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF SECRET AGENT WANTA; 
WITHIN THE WHITE HOUSE 
COUNSEL'S OFFICE, TO ALL ASSOCIATE JUSTICES DURING THEIR 
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF MAY, 
2003?  
IN SUMMARY : USDollars 1.575 TRILLION [35%] ADJUDICATED CIVIL 
REPATRIATION TAXES 
AGAINST THE CLEAR INWARD REMITTANCE - TO BE PAID DIRECTLY 
TO OUR U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
THE TREASURY, PER FEDERAL JUDGE GERALD BRUCE LEE 
MEMORANDUM, THE FUNDS WOULD HAVE 
APPROPRIATELY REDUCED OUR GREAT NATION'S DEBT OF OUR 
AMERICAN POPULACE... PLUS OTHER 
REAGAN-MITTERRAND PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS - PAYMENTS, 
INTER ALIA. THANK YOU, 



LEE 
........................................................................................................................
..  
 
 
http://theglobalnewsandviews.com/  
 
http://www.soldierhugs.com/americans-wanta-be-free/  
 
Part 1 - http://www.nwo3.com/index.php/19-the-27-5-trillion-
man?showall=&limitstart=  
 
 
AmeriTrust Groupe, Inc.  
L'ambassadeur Lee E Wanta  
 
 

As Evidenced by the Crime Family Flow Chart: 

 

http://theglobalnewsandviews.com/
http://www.soldierhugs.com/americans-wanta-be-free/
http://www.nwo3.com/index.php/19-the-27-5-trillion-man?showall=&limitstart=
http://www.nwo3.com/index.php/19-the-27-5-trillion-man?showall=&limitstart=


 

As Evidenced By Leonard Millman’s Narcotics Money Laundering Bank 

Accounts: 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Narco_Money_Frauds_911_111

72011.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Narco_Money_Frauds_911_11172011.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Narco_Money_Frauds_911_11172011.htm


 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

As Evidenced by The Current Bank Bailout Frauds creating 

Mortgages on houses that were never built and duplicating mortgages 

on mortgage that were bundled and sold my Leonard Millman and 

Larry Mizel as securities. 

As evidence by Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb’s filing to SEC: 

Larry Mizel Mortgage Backed Securities Frauds and Bank Bailout 

Frauds 

MDC Holding, Inc. (MDC NYSE) 

Official SEC Whistleblower Complaint Securities Frauds 



MDC Holding, Inc. (MDC NYSE) 

This has lead to World Wide Financial Collapse and Bailouts 

Here are the Entities Larry Mizel used to Bundle the Fraudulent 

Mortgage Backed Securities 

Official SEC Whistleblower Complaint  

False Claims-Whistleblower Act 

By Stewart Webb Federal Whistleblower 

Filed March 12, 2012 online after a call from Tim Casey 

http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  

 

Email sent this same date and submitted online to SEC see bottom of 

this page: 

 

WADHWAS@sec.gov  

Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov  

sansonj@sec.gov  

ago@state.ma.us  

oig@sec.gov  

http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  

 

False Claims-Whistleblower Act 

Welcome to the Office of the Whistleblower 

 

http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower
mailto:WADHWAS@sec.gov
mailto:Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov
mailto:sansonj@sec.gov
mailto:ago@state.ma.us
mailto:oig@sec.gov
http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower


Assistance and information from a whistleblower who knows of possible 

securities law violations can be among the most powerful weapons in the 

law enforcement arsenal of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Through their knowledge of the circumstances and individuals involved, 

whistleblowers can help the Commission identify possible fraud and other 

Violations much earlier than might otherwise have been possible. That 

allows the Commission to minimize the harm to Investors better preserve 

the integrity of the United States' capital markets, and more swiftly hold 

accountable those responsible for unlawful conduct. 

 

The Commission is authorized by Congress to provide monetary awards to 

eligible individuals who come forward with High-quality original information 

that leads to a Commission enforcement action in which over $1,000,000 in 

sanctions Is ordered. The range for awards is between 10% and 30% of the 

money collected. 

 

The Office of the Whistleblower was established to administer the SEC's 

whistleblower program. We greatly appreciate your interest and we hope 

that this website answers any questions you may have. 

 

We understand that the decision to come forward with information about 

securities fraud or other wrongdoing is not one taken lightly and we are 

here to answer any questions you may have. You can reach the Office of 

the  

Whistleblower at (202) 551-4790. 

 



Larry Mizel Bank Fraudster  

One of the 100 Illuminati Bankers that control 90% of the Worlds 

wealth illegally gained. 

Mizel created Mortgages through MDC Asset Investors on houses that 

were never built in southern California (Richmond Homes) and other 

states, including duplicating Mortgages up to 9 times by bundling and 

selling then in Billion Dollar Bundles to Banks and Pension Funds to 

steal your money then after the temporary 2008 Bail Out by U.S. 

Citizens they start robbing people who had been paying their 

Mortgage to their legal Mortgage holders and came in and stole 3.5 

million homes from Mortgage paying Americans. 

These are Larry Mizel Entities that were used by Larry A. Mizel aka 

Larry Mizell aka Larry Mizei 

To commit Frauds and False Claims against the United States of 

America and the American People including Securities Frauds and 

Frauds against Investors and Foreign Banks. 

Other Culprits include Norman Phillip Brownstein Former Director 

MDC NYSE Mizel’s attorney and partner in crime who is Managing 



Director of DEUTSCHE BANK AG-REGISTERED (DBK:Xetra) Runs a 

team of sales and marketing professionals responsible for bringing 

HSBC's global derivative capabilities to Canadian clients. Product 

coverage includes rates, credit, equity, funds and emerging market 

derivatives. Team is divided into retail and institutional coverage. 

Retail team is responsible for all structured notes issues by HSBC 

Bank Canada (all asset classes) as well as Structured GICs. Products 

are sold through the private bank, HSBC securities as well as mutiple 

third party distributors. Institutional team covers clients ranging from 

mid-market to multi-national to provide financial solutions on both the 

asset side and liability side of the balance sheet. 

Does this sound like the Mortgage Frauds? 

Junk Bond Daisy Chain Fraud by Stew Webb.html 

frauds_are_us_at_mdc_holdings_04262010.html 

Here are the Criminals who caused the World Wide Economic 

Collapse and the Entities used the U.S. Government has 53 Attorneys 

and 200 agents on a Special Task Force and they claim they cannot 

figure it out. BULLSIT! 

 

Other Culprits are named in the Documents herein below:  

Original Letter to SEC Attorneys 

February 6, 2012 

 

WADHWAS@sec.gov 

Michael.Levy@usdoj.gov 

sansonj@sec.gov 

file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Junk%20Bond%20Daisy%20Chain%20Fraud%20by%20Stew%20Webb.html
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/frauds_are_us_at_mdc_holdings_04262010.html


ago@state.ma.us 

oig@sec.gov 

 

 

Filed online March 13, 2012 

RE: After call from Tim Casey 

 

http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower  

 

Welcome to the Office of the Whistleblower 

 

Note: The U.S. Government never has Paid this Whistleblower a dime 

only tried to Murder me many time…Stew Webb 

 

DHS_Assassination_attempt_on_Stew_Webb_Photos_12052010.htm 

Grandview_Missouri_Police_Cover_up_attempted_Murder_11122010.

htm 

Grandview_Missouri_Police_Report_105206_10252010.htm 

Stew_Webb_Drawing_of_Accident_Attempted_Murder_10252010.htm 

Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Federal_Whistleblower_01102011

.htm 

Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Governors_Revolution_113020

10.htm 

dhs_attempted_murder_of_whistleblower_stew_webb_06092010.htm 

http://www.sec.gov/whistleblower
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/DHS_Assassination_attempt_on_Stew_Webb_Photos_12052010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Grandview_Missouri_Police_Cover_up_attempted_Murder_11122010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Grandview_Missouri_Police_Cover_up_attempted_Murder_11122010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Grandview_Missouri_Police_Report_105206_10252010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Stew_Webb_Drawing_of_Accident_Attempted_Murder_10252010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Federal_Whistleblower_01102011.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Federal_Whistleblower_01102011.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Governors_Revolution_11302010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Governors_Revolution_11302010.htm
file:///C:/Users/Public/stewwebb.com/dhs_attempted_murder_of_whistleblower_stew_webb_06092010.htm


 

 

Companies responsible for Mortgage Securities frauds 

Houses that were never built and Duplicated Mortgages 

Not to be published. 

Let me know. 

 

Stew Webb Federal Whistleblower 

stewwebb@stewwebb.com  

816 478 3267 

 

http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_grand_jury_demand_vs_bush_

millman_clinton_etal_09142009.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_vs_bush_millman_lindner_clin

ton_crime_syndicate_122009.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com  

http://www.stewwebb.com/breaking_news.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/savings_and_loan_whistleblower_faces_fe

deral_charges_091692.gif  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Clinton_Lindner_Crime_Fa

mily_Flow_Chart1.jpg  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Organized_Crime_Syndicat

e_Bank_Accounts1.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_clinton_mizel_organized_crime_syn

dicate_06172010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_grand_jury_demand_vs_bush_millman_clinton_etal_09142009.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_grand_jury_demand_vs_bush_millman_clinton_etal_09142009.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_vs_bush_millman_lindner_clinton_crime_syndicate_122009.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/stew_webb_vs_bush_millman_lindner_clinton_crime_syndicate_122009.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/
http://www.stewwebb.com/breaking_news.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/savings_and_loan_whistleblower_faces_federal_charges_091692.gif
http://www.stewwebb.com/savings_and_loan_whistleblower_faces_federal_charges_091692.gif
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Clinton_Lindner_Crime_Family_Flow_Chart1.jpg
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Clinton_Lindner_Crime_Family_Flow_Chart1.jpg
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Organized_Crime_Syndicate_Bank_Accounts1.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Millman_Organized_Crime_Syndicate_Bank_Accounts1.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_clinton_mizel_organized_crime_syndicate_06172010.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_clinton_mizel_organized_crime_syndicate_06172010.htm


 

http://www.stewwebb.com/kerre_millman_aka_kerre_smith_fugitive_fr

om_justice_05162010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Amanda_Janusz_Where_is_The_Justice_D

epartment_11162010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/inside_the_bush_crime family_part1.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/inside_the_bush_crime_family_part2.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/WANTED_FOR_TREASON_AND_SEDITION

_12072010.htm  

 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Obama_Killing_Americans_Unite_the_Gov

ernors_Revolution_11302010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/obamas_crystal_nacht_american_people_

under_attack_09262010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/dhs_attempted_murder_of_whistleblower_

stew_webb_06092010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/DHS_Assassination_attempt_on_Stew_We

bb_Photos_12052010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Bush_Whacked_Again_Stew_Webb_Feder

al_Whistleblower_01102011.htm  

 

http://www.stewwebb.com/may_6th_market_event_mdc_holdings_ny

se_larry_mizel_culprit_news_05182010.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Wall_Street_how_Larry_Mizel_MDC_NYSE

_Does_a_Deal_07182011.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/bush_narcotics_money_laundry_funds_ob

ama_mccain.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/kerre_millman_aka_kerre_smith_fugitive_from_justice_05162010.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/kerre_millman_aka_kerre_smith_fugitive_from_justice_05162010.htm
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http://www.stewwebb.com/rush_for_gold_how_silverado_operated.ht

m  

 

Millman and Mizel Companies responsible for Mortgage Securities 

Frauds 

Houses that were never built and Duplicated Mortgages 

The below are the Buffers used to pass the Illegal Mortgage Securities 

in Bundles 

that has lead to the Illegal Bank Bailout and World Financial Collapse 

These are Trillions of Dollars Stole my the Persons herein the Filings. 

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_ACCEPTANCE_INC.h

tm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Asset_Investors_Corporation.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_EQUITY_INC.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FINANCE_CORPORA

TION.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FUNDING_CORPORA

TION.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_MORTGAGE_FUNDIN

G_CORPORATION.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_OPERATING_PARTN

ERSHIP_LP.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LIMITED.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/rush_for_gold_how_silverado_operated.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/rush_for_gold_how_silverado_operated.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_ACCEPTANCE_INC.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_ACCEPTANCE_INC.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Asset_Investors_Corporation.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_EQUITY_INC.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FINANCE_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FINANCE_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FUNDING_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_FUNDING_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_MORTGAGE_FUNDING_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_MORTGAGE_FUNDING_CORPORATION.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_OPERATING_PARTNERSHIP_LP.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ASSET_INVESTORS_OPERATING_PARTNERSHIP_LP.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LIMITED.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/B_R_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC.htm


http://www.stewwebb.com/D_&_R_Asset_Investors.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/GREENWOOD_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC_0

2052012.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_GRO

UP_LLC_02052012.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_LTD.

htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_Asset_Investors_38_Found.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_ASSET_INVESTORS_INC_02052012.

htm  

 

Note 50 South Steel Denver, Colorado 

Is nothing more than a RICO Securities Headquarters? 

Below 

Aka MDC Janus Funds 

and other Len Millman-Larry Mizel- 

Norman Brownstein Entities 

 

Foreign Limited Partnership  

Jurisdiction: British Virgin Islands  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Palm_Structured_Asset_Investors_020520

12.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/20041257435.pdf  

http://www.stewwebb.com/20051281539.pdf  

http://www.stewwebb.com/D_&_R_Asset_Investors.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/GREENWOOD_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/GREENWOOD_ASSET_INVESTORS_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_GROUP_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_GROUP_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_LTD.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/INVESTORS_ASSET_MANAGEMENT_LTD.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_Asset_Investors_38_Found.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_ASSET_INVESTORS_INC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/MDC_ASSET_INVESTORS_INC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Palm_Structured_Asset_Investors_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Palm_Structured_Asset_Investors_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/20041257435.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/20051281539.pdf


http://www.stewwebb.com/20111385721.pdf  

http://www.stewwebb.com/PRINCIPAL_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012

.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/Real_Asset_Investors_LLC_02052012.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/ServiceStar_Asset_Investors_02052012.ht

m  

http://www.stewwebb.com/SKB_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.htm  

http://www.stewwebb.com/TECH_ASSET_GROUP_INVESTORS_LLC_

02052012.htm  

Note: Len Millman's National Acceptance Company  

Aka National Brokerage as in  

AIG Maurice Hank Greenburg and Meyer Blinder  

Aka First National Acceptance Company  

Aka First National Banks 

50 South Steel Denver, Colorado  

lots of Securities Frauds 

 

http://www.stewwebb.com/20111385721.pdf
http://www.stewwebb.com/PRINCIPAL_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/PRINCIPAL_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Real_Asset_Investors_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ServiceStar_Asset_Investors_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/ServiceStar_Asset_Investors_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/SKB_ASSET_INVESTORS_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/TECH_ASSET_GROUP_INVESTORS_LLC_02052012.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/TECH_ASSET_GROUP_INVESTORS_LLC_02052012.htm


 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 



CRIMINAL DIVISION CASE Number: 95-Y-107 Filed Feb. 27, 1995 

U.S. District Judge Richard Matsch 

RE-Filed This Date: July 1, 2003 

Fax Filed: July 1, 2003 303-335-2714 U.S. District Court Clerk 

Stamped & Recorded By The Clerk of The Court July 2, 2003 

Stewart A. Webb,  

And in behalf of  

Amanda Melia Webb (Amanda Millman) 

Plaintiff's Daughter, 

And in behalf of 

The People Of The United States of America 

And the United States Government. 

Plaintiffs, 

Vs. 

Kerre Sue Millman (aka Kerre Webb) attempted murderer of her-infant 
daughter re: mental disturbance warrant-case number 84-2107-MI State of 
Texas vs. Kerre Sue Webb (Millman) for attempted murder upon her 
infant daughter Amanda Melia Webb age-28 days old, Aug 10, 1984, co-
conspirator-recipient of illegal monies from Leonard Millman/Narcotics 
Money Launderer Bush Crime Family  

Leonard Yale Millman (Co-Conspirator Bush Crime Family Money 
Launder/Kingpin/Scamster/Terrorist "The Denver Connection") 
Organized Crime Figure, Conspired to murder, Plaintiff Stewart Webb, 
Owner & controller MDC Holdings, Inc. Obstruction of Justice, Securities 
Frauds, Loan Frauds, Loan reinsurance frauds, Real Estate Loan Frauds, 
conspired to cause economic plunder,(Death Penalty). Conspired, 
manufactured Illegal Biological Chemical agents and sold to foreign 



enemies of The United States of America, aka Iraqgate-BNL Bank-Gulf 
War Syndrome. Violations of The Barkley Cole Indenture Act, Treason. 

Elaine Ruth Millman (Co-Conspirator, wife, and partner to Organized 
Crime Figure Leonard Millman, Securities Frauds, Loan Frauds, Loan 
reinsurance frauds, Real Estate Loan Frauds, Obstruction of Justice.) 

Elaine Ruth Millman (Co-Conspirator of Murderer, Appointed President of 
The United States of America, (not legally elected) Acting as Commander 
and Chief of the Armed Forces of The United States of America, 
Obstruction of Justice, Mass Murderer, Involvement in Aid & Abet, Enabled 
& Co-conspired to allow massive Financial Fraud, and misconduct with 
prior knowledge to allow injury to such investors at who had no knowledge 
of the events to transpire. Obstruction of Justice. Aid & Abet, Enable to 
cause the deaths of Federal Agents/Civilians/Military----Murder..) 

George Herbert Walker Bush (Co-Conspirator Ex CIA Director/Former US 
President, Co-conspirator to Terrorist event know as 9-11 Sept. 11, 2001, 
Co-conspirator to Terrorist Bombing of The Oklahoma City Federal Building 
April 19, 1995, Obstruction of Justice.) Conspired, manufactured Illegal 
Biological Chemical agents and sold to foreign enemies of The United 
States of America, aka Iraqgate-BNL Bank-Gulf War Syndrome. Violations 
of The Barkley Cole Indenture Act, Treason. 

Neil Bush (Co-Conspirator Former Director Silverado Savings & Loan, 
Narcotics trafficking, Securities Frauds, Obstruction of Justice)  

Jeb Bush (Co-Conspirator Governor Florida, Narcotics trafficking, 
Obstruction of Justice)  

Marvin Bush (Co-conspirator 9-11, Sept. 11, 2001 Houston Causality 
Insurance Company) 

James Baker (Co-conspirator to terrorist event know as 9-11 Sept. 11, 
2001. Houston Causality Insurance Company) 

Carl Lindner (Co-Conspirator Bush Crime Family Money 
Launderer/Kingpin/Scamster "The Ohio Connection") 

Gale Norton (Co-Conspirator US Secretary Of Interior/ Former Attorney 
General Colorado, Obstruction of Justice )  



Phillip D. Winn (Co Conspirator Convicted HUD Figure/Former Swiss 
Ambassador/ Illegal Pres. Pardon, MDC Director, Obstruction of Justice) 

Larry A. Mizel (Co Conspirator CEO MDC Holdings, Inc. Parent Co. of 
Silverado/Imperial Savings, Securities Fraud, Narcotics Money Laundering, 
Narcotics trafficking, Pension Funds Frauds) 

Norman Phillip Brownstein (Co-Conspirator Council to CIA Director 
George Bush Current Bush Crime Family Attorney, Former MDC Director, 
Obstruction of Justice.) 

Oliver North (Co-Conspirator Narcotics Trafficker, Iran/Contra Player, 
murderer.)  

Hillary Clinton (Co-Conspirator CIA Counsel US Senator NY., Narcotics 
Money Laundering to M&L Business Machines Company Denver Colorado, 
Obstruction of Justice, Blackmail of US Congressman & Senators.)  

William Jefferson Clinton (Co-Conspirator CIA Agent/Former US 
President, Narcotics trafficking into The United States of America, 
Iran/Contra, Obstruction of Justice)  

Charles Keating (Co-Conspirator CEO Lincoln Savings/CIA Operative, 
Money Laundering to MDC Holdings and BCCI)  

Federico Pena (Co-Conspirator Former Mayor Denver, Co., Former 
Secretary Transportation/ Resigned Sec Energy while under indictment, 
recipient of Bribes to Obstruct Justice)  

Wellington Webb (Co-Conspirator Bond Fraud Denver International 
Airport Mayor Denver, Colorado) 

Meyer Blinder (Co- Conspirator CEO Blinder/Robinson/National 
Brokerage Group of Companies, an MDC Subsidiary company)  

Linda Thomas (Co-Conspirator Divorce Judge Dallas, TX. Obstruction of 
Justice, recipient of Bribes to Obstruct Justice.) 

Brian Campbell (Co-conspirator Divorce Judge Denver Colorado, Ongoing 
Obstruction of Justice, Permanent Restraint order against Stewart Webb & 
Amanda Webb-Amanda Millman now of legal age.) 



Zita L. Weinshenk (Co-Conspirator US Federal Judge Denver, Obstruction 
of Justice, Recipient of Bribes to Obstruct Justice) 

Edward Nottingham (Co-Conspirator US Federal Judge Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice) 

Sherman Finesilver (Co-Conspirator Retired US Federal Judge Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice, Recipient of Bribes to Obstruct Justice) 

Henry Solano (Co-Conspirator Former US Attorney, Denver, Obstruction 
of Justice Co-conspirator attempted murder.) 

Michael J. Norton (Co-Conspirator Former US Attorney, Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice, recipient of bribes to Obstruct Justice)  

Greg C. Graff (Co-Conspirator Assistant US Attorney, Denver, Obstruction 
of Justice, Brother Robert Graff MDC Director.) 

Thomas O'Rourke (Co-Conspirator Assistant US Attorney, Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice) 

F. Joseph Mackey (Co-Conspirator Assistant US Attorney, Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice) 

Charles Szekely (Co-Conspirator Assistant US Public Defender, Denver, 
Obstruction of Justice) 

Charles Sandage (Co-Conspirator, Obstruction of Justice) 

Lee Redneick (Co-Conspirator Inspector General US Department of 
Justice Public Integrity Section Washington. DC., Obstruction of Justice) 
(Note: www.almartinraw.com & www.stewwebb.com ) 

David Mann (Assistant Inspector General US Department of Justice 
Washington DC., Obstruction of Justice, recipient of Bribes to Obstruct 
Justice) 

Robert Pence (Co-Conspirator Former FBI/sac Denver, Obstruction of 
Justice, Recipient of Bribes to Obstruct Justice) 

http://www.almartinraw.com/
http://www.stewwebb.com/


James M. Lyons (Co-Conspirator Director MDC, Key Player Whitewater 
Development Frauds.) 

Allan Karsh (Co-Conspirator Denver Kingpin Leonard Millman's Brother-in-
law) 

Ted Gunderson aka Ted L. Gunderson (Ex FBI/CIA, Murderer, Scamster, 
Supplied Bin Laudin with Stinger Missiles Stole From US Military Arsenal-
China Lake/FBI/CIA/Iran Contra Player, Perjury, Obstruction of Justice. 
Currently Stalking and committing criminal harassment of Plaintiff and 
Plaintiffs witnesses. Perjured testimony to extort plaintiff. Perjured 
testimony to Jail plantiff Stewart Webb, Charges later dismissed with 
prejudice, Scamster, Fraudster, ongoing criminal activity,Stalking of Plaintiff 
& plaintiffs witnesses ) 

Thomas Gaule (Co-Conspirator Convicted Killer, Las Vegas NV. Mental 
Case/Sidekick-Co-Conspirator to CIA Ted Gunderson, Obstruction of 
Justice, Extortion, Perjured testimony to extort Plaintiff, Perjured testimony 
to Jail plantiff Stewart Webb, Charges later dismissed with prejudice,) 

Anna May Newman (Co-Conspirator Former employee for CIA Agent Clint 
Murchison side-kick-to CIA Ted Gunderson, perjury to Obstruct Justice.)  

TIM WHITE (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted L. Gunderson/Leonard 
Millman Predicate Felon Cross-dresser, Child porno collector, making 
Death Threats against plaintiff and plaintiff witnesses, stolen weapon, 
Criminal harassment, Perjured testimony to Obstruct Justice, acting as an 
informer to the FBI-Denver Police. Plotting to extort Plaintiff, Criminal 
Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs 
witnesses) 

BRENDA NEGRI (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted L. Gunderson, 
making death threats, criminal harassment,Criminal Slander, Criminal 
Defamation of Character, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

LARRY LAWSON (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted L. Gunderson 
Criminal Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, 
Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 



SHIRLEY ANDERSON (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted L. Gunderson 
Criminal Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, 
Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

DOUG MILLAR (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson, violations 
of copyright laws, criminal harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal 
Defamation of Character, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

SHERRY SHRINER (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson 
Criminal Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, 
Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Charles Bruce Stewart (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson 
Criminal Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, 
Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Ken Adachi www.educateyourself.org (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA Ted 
Gunderson Criminal Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of 
Character, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Dennis BossackCo-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson Criminal 
Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, Stalking 
of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Ann Bossack (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson Criminal 
Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, Stalking 
of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Rosalee Grable (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson Criminal 
Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, Stalking 
of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Nate Dapier (Co-conspirator Stalker for CIA-Ted Gunderson Criminal 
Harassment, Criminal Slander, Criminal Defamation of Character, Stalking 
of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses) 

Tom Fisher (Co-conspirator Denver Police Department, Obstruction of 
Justice, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses with Tim White) 

Louis Swent (Co-conspirator Arapaho County Sheriff Dept., Obstruction of 
Justice, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses with Tim White) 

http://www.educateyourself.org/


FBI Mark Hostlaw (Co-conspirator FBI Div. 5 anti-terrorist division, 
Obstruction of Justice, Stalking of Plaintiff & plaintiffs witnesses, with Tim 
White) 

Las Vegas Police Department (Unnamed co-conspirators) 

Las Vegas District Attorneys Office (Unnamed co-conspirators) 

Las Vegas FBI Office (Unnamed co-conspirators) 

Las Vegas US Attorneys Office (Unnamed co-conspirators) 

Nevada Attorney General's Office (Unnamed co-conspirator) 

Kansas City, Missouri Police Department. (Unnamed co-conspirators) 

Additional Yet Unnamed Defendants 1-5000  

and Co-Conspirators  

Defendants,  

PETITIONER'S MOTION TO REOPEN  

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THE SAID COURT: 

NOW COMES, Plaintiff, Stewart Webb, pro se, and files this Motion to 
Reopen and in support therefore, would respectfully show the court the 
following: 

I. Motion to reopen, provides that when it clearly appears to be 
necessary to the due administration of justice, the court may permit 
additional evidence to be offered at any time; provided that in a jury 
case no evidence on a controversial matter shall be received after the 
verdict of the jury. 

II. 

In order for justice to be served in this case, Plaintiffs, should be 
allowed to reopen and submit additional evidence, decisive to this 
matter, to the trier of fact for the following reasons: See: this entire 
filing, 



That a attempted murder of Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb occurred in 
Sept. 

1995 shortly after the Plaintiff and witness Lt. Commander Al Martin 

Retired Office of Naval Intelligence, gave testimony by telephone to 

the Denver U.S. Attorney Henry Solano. The plaintiff took ill for more 
than  

4 years due to a biological chemical attack, and false arrest 

and that the Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb's witness, Al Martin was falsely 
arrested and held for 42days under a fictions name. We booth felt at 
the time to stay alive we had to back off the pushing for a Federal 
Grand Jury. 

III. 

PETITIONER seeks to offer the following additional evidence and 
evidence never presented, due to attempted murder of Plaintiff, and 
jailment of witness, Al Martin of Iran Contra Key Witness. See: 
"http://www.almartinraw.com/" . 

IV. 

PETITIONER was diligent in obtaining the above referenced evidence.  

V. 

Presentation of this additional evidence will not cause undue delay in 
this case. Furthermore, presentation will not cause an injustice in this 
case.  

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED Plaintiffs, prays the court 
grants the Motion to Reopen and allows PETITIONER to present 
original and additional evidence and to further grant any other such 
relief available in law or in equity. 

Respectfully submitted 

By: Stewart A. Webb Pro se Petitioner & Plaintiffs, 



"mailto: stewwebb@stewwebb.com"  

"http://www.stewwebb.com/"  

 

Henry Solano Former Denver U. S. Attorney Obstructed Justice 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Henry_Solano_Former_Denver_US_Attorn

ey_Obstructed_Justice_20120414.htm  

Plaintiff wishes to notice the Court and that it would be a MISPRISION 
OF FELONY under 18 USC 4 to fail to disclose felonious acts that 
have been witnessed by or that have come to the attention of the 
Plaintiff. Plaintiff and others are also aware that Treason and Sedition 
against the United States of America and its People have been 
committed by the below named and unnamed defendants and Co-
Conspirators. 

 

Respectively submitted: 

 

___________________ 

S/Stewart A. Webb 

Plaintiff, 

Federal Whistleblower 

16508 A. East Gudgell 

Independence, Missouri 64055 

816 478-3267 

stewwebb@stewwebb.com 

Whistleblower US Intel Breaking News 

http://www.stewwebb.com/Henry_Solano_Former_Denver_US_Attorney_Obstructed_Justice_20120414.htm
http://www.stewwebb.com/Henry_Solano_Former_Denver_US_Attorney_Obstructed_Justice_20120414.htm
mailto:stewwebb@stewwebb.com


http://www.stewwebb.com  

Motions  

2:12-cv-02588-EFM Webb v. Vratil  

Docket Text: Final Text  

MOTION to Compel by Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb(Webb, Stewart)  

 

 

Attention!! Pressing the NEXT button on this screen commits this 

transaction. You will have no further opportunity to modify this 

transaction if you continue. 

Have you redacted?  

 

Source Document Path (for confirmation only): 
C:\fakepath\MOTION_TO_MAKE_PLEADING_ON_RECORD_OF_ASSISTANT_TO_JUDG

E_20121029.pdf pages: 174 

Motions  

2:12-cv-02588-EFM Webb v. Vratil  

U.S. District Court 

DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

Notice of Electronic Filing  
 

The following transaction was entered on 10/29/2012 at 7:36 PM CDT and filed on 10/29/2012  

Case Name:  Webb v. Vratil 

Case Number: 2:12-cv-02588-EFM  

Filer: Stewart A. Webb 

Document Number: 13  

Docket Text:  

MOTION to Compel by Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb(Webb, Stewart)  

 

2:12-cv-02588-EFM Notice has been electronically mailed to:  
 

Stewart A. Webb stewwebb@stewwebb.com  

 

2:12-cv-02588-EFM Notice has been delivered by other means to:  

http://www.stewwebb.com/
https://ecf.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/iquery.pl?555302643914193-L_9999_1-0-88468
https://ecf.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/iquery.pl?555302643914193-L_9999_1-0-88468
https://ecf.ksd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/DktRpt.pl?88468
https://ecf.ksd.uscourts.gov/doc1/07913124465?caseid=88468&de_seq_num=40&magic_num=MAGIC


The following document(s) are associated with this transaction: 

Document description:Main Document  

Original filename:n/a 

Electronic document Stamp: 
[STAMP dcecfStamp_ID=1028492125 [Date=10/29/2012] [FileNumber=2818317- 

0] [8a3ce97e447ed58c4b8e8b50cc4325adc6db2b27043d58361f6c1eeca311dfe1c6 

f93c72c4aeabdea013826bfc0c77e0d783fe9083bfa7b972b7698f65c45ebb]] 

 

This is an automatic e-mail message generated by the CM/ECF system. Please DO NOT 

RESPOND to this e-mail because the mail box is unattended.  

***NOTE TO PUBLIC ACCESS USERS*** Judicial Conference of the United States 

policy permits attorneys of record and parties in a case (including pro se litigants) to 

receive one free electronic copy of all documents filed electronically, if receipt is required 

by law or directed by the filer. PACER access fees apply to all other users. To avoid later 

charges, download a copy of each document during this first viewing. However, if the 

referenced document is a transcript, the free copy and 30 page limit do not apply. 
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Case Name:  Webb v. Vratil 

Case Number: 2:12-cv-02588-EFM  

Filer: Stewart A. Webb 

Document Number: 13  

Docket Text:  

MOTION to Compel by Plaintiff Stewart A. Webb(Webb, Stewart)  
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